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Dear Readers, 

It is a privilege for us to share the ninth edition of the LGBTQ 
Policy Journal with you. 

Since our most recent publication in spring 2018, our com-
munities have witnessed amazing triumphs and horrific losses. 
After the 2018 midterm elections here in the United States, 
which operate as a kind of referendum on our president, we 
watched Senator Kyrsten Sinema become the first openly bi-
sexual member of the US Senate, and Governor Jared Polis 
become the first openly gay governor. Yet, while some of our 
communities are winning new visibility and representation in 
the highest echelons of power, other communities are liter-
ally disappearing. The United States still faces an epidemic of 
violence against trans peoples, which disproportionately im-
pact trans-womxn of color. Not even a full week into 2019 did 
the United States witness the murder of Dana Martin, a black 
transgender woman killed in Montgomery, Alabama. And later 
in January 2019, the US Supreme Court upheld President Don-
ald Trump’s ban on transgender people serving in the military.

Beyond US borders, same-sex marriage, intimacy, and 
identification are criminalized in over 70 countries; however, 
LGBTQ communities are creating new spaces for visibility and 
justice around the world. Angola became the first country in 
2019 to decriminalize same-sex conduct, after Trinidad and 
Tobago’s highest court overturned a ban on same-sex intimacy 
in April 2018. 

These victories do not only appear in courtrooms, in leg-
islatures, or on ballots. These victories reflect the resilience 
of LGBTQ leadership, from local to global contexts and from 
individual and collective experiences.

As you may know, the LGBTQ Policy Journal’s mission is 
“to inspire thoughtful debate, challenge commonly held be-
liefs, and move the conversation forward on LGBT rights and 
equality.” We seek to advance our mission this year by curat-
ing a multidisciplinary journal, in print and online, with both 
analytical and artistic pieces that honor the complexity of our 
communities’ leadership.

We feature pioneers like openly bisexual, transgender 
activist Jessica Xavier, who has led city- and state-level sur-
veys on health issues impacting the transgender communities 
in Washington, DC, and the state of Virginia. We also honor 

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
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the agency of individuals like Cara Tierney. In 2013, Cara un-
derwent a prophylactic double mastectomy after doctors had 
identified a genetic signal tied to developing cancer. Cara cou-
rageously offers a photo essay, which documents the decision 
to cremate their breasts to "overturn" the way medical fields 
structure how we experience our bodies.

At the same time, this edition charts critical junctures in 
our communities. Truman Scholar Lamar Greene of Emory 
University examines how “HIV criminal laws exacerbate HIV 
rates among Black men who have sex with men.” And on a 
transnational scale, in the midst of the global migration crisis, 
Brieanna Scolaro reviews the current state of support and re-
sources available for LGBTI/Q individuals in shelter and camp 
contexts.

From our home base in Cambridge, Massachusetts, we 
thank you for your time, and we look forward to reading your 
thoughts!

Sincerely,

Your Editors
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By Lamar Greene

Georgia’s HIV Criminal Law: 
Amplification of the HIV 
Epidemic among Atlanta Black 
Men Who Have Sex with Men

Bio
Lamar Greene is a senior at Emory University and from Richmond, Virginia. A Gates 
Millennium scholar and Truman scholar, Lamar is majoring in human health. He is 
also pursuing a concentration in health innovation at the Goizueta Business School, 
which focuses on basic principles of business as they relate to health. Currently, Lamar 
is working on an independent research project analyzing racial disparities in maternal 
morbidity under the guidance of Emory epidemiologist, Dr. Carol Hogue. Lamar has 
dedicated his time at Emory to addressing health disparities across race and sexuality 
both on campus and in the broader Atlanta community. With the support of the Office 
of Health Promotion, he helped expand the reach of Emory’s PrEP clinic for HIV pre-
vention and worked to educate clinicians around stigmas on sexuality and race. He also 
volunteers annually during the open-enrollment period to help some of Atlanta’s most 
vulnerable residents navigate their health insurance options. Lamar plans to pursue a 
public health career focused on community-based initiatives to promote health equity 
and address health disparities. 

Abstract
The objective of this paper is to determine whether Georgia’s HIV-specific criminal 
exposure law leads to an increase in HIV transmission among Black men who have 
sex with men (MSM) in the Atlanta metropolitan area. This analytical paper utilizes 
systematic reviews, epidemiological studies, behavioral theoretical frameworks, and 
other sources to demonstrate the link between Georgia’s HIV criminal law and the 
high incidence of HIV cases among Black MSM in Atlanta. The paper argues that 
the HIV epidemic among Black MSM in Atlanta has endured due to several social 
and structural factors, ranging from HIV stigma to a lack of access to preventative 
and treatment services, and that Georgia’s HIV criminal law exacerbates said social 
and structural factors by further stigmatizing the disease and changing how peo-
ple interact with HIV preventative and treatment services. The paper concludes 
that HIV should not be criminalized but instead treated as a public health issue. It 
recommends that Georgia repeal its HIV criminal law and increase efforts to destig-
matize HIV, build trust among vulnerable communities, and increase access to HIV 
preventative and treatment services. 

This paper argues that Georgia’s HIV criminal law leads to an increase in HIV 
among Black men who have sex with men (MSM) in Atlanta. The paper further 
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defines HIV as a health outcome, Black 
MSM as a target population, and the social 
factors linking Georgia’s HIV law to a high 
incidence of HIV with recommendations 
provided at the end. 

HIV Health Outcomes
Although there have been many notable 
advances regarding HIV treatment and 
prevention, HIV is and has been an endur-
ing epidemic that affects the lives of many. 
Currently, there are more than one million 
people living with HIV in the United States. 
While the number of new HIV infections 
declined by 8 percent for the general pop-
ulation between 2010 and 2015, new cases 
continue to be reported, with more than 
38,500 new HIV cases having been reported 
in 2015.1 Moreover, HIV infections have been 
steadily increasing among key risk popula-
tions such as youth (e.g., ages 18–24), people 
of color, and people who inject drugs.2 

Today’s HIV epidemic is not evenly 
distributed throughout the country. The 
American South accounted for roughly half 
of new HIV diagnoses in 2016.3 Georgia is 
one of the states with the heaviest burden 
of new HIV diagnoses. While the national 
average rate of new HIV diagnoses was 14.7 
per 100,000 citizens in 2017, Georgia’s rate 
was more than double: 31.8 per 100,000. 
Such new HIV diagnoses are concentrated 
primarily in large metropolitan areas such 
as Atlanta, with rates that have been com-
pared to those of developing nations. In 
2016, there were approximately 35,402 peo-
ple living with HIV and 1,513 new HIV diag-
noses in Atlanta, leading Dr. Carlos del Rio, 
co-director of Emory University’s Center 
for AIDS Research, to note that “[d]own-
town Atlanta is as bad as Zimbabwe or Ha-
rare or Durban.”4 In fact, the HIV epidemic 
in Atlanta has been spreading so rapidly and 
uncontrollably that doctors have suggested 
that all residents living in the metropolitan 
area take pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), 
a medicine taken once a day to prevent HIV 
infection in people who are not currently 
infected with HIV.5       

Atlanta Black MSM
While gay and bisexual men make up only 2 
percent of the American population, they are 
by far the population most affected by new 
HIV infections.6 In the United States, 67 per-
cent of HIV diagnoses in 2016 were reported 
by MSM, and the population represented 56 
percent of people living with HIV in 2015.7 
Black MSM, specifically, are the most dispro-
portionately affected subpopulation in the 
United States. They accounted for the larg-
est number of new HIV diagnoses in 2016, 
with 10,226 cases.8 Moreover, a Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) study 
in 20 major American cities found that more 
than one in three Black MSM had HIV and 
that more than two-thirds of Black MSM 
were not aware of their infection.9 

While the CDC study shows just how 
severe the HIV epidemic is for Black MSM 
across the country, rates of new HIV diagno-
ses among Black MSM in Atlanta are some 
of the highest in the nation. In 2017, approx-
imately 10 percent of new HIV diagnoses 
among Black MSM across the United States 
occurred in the Atlanta metropolitan area.10 
Overall, the estimated HIV prevalence among 
Black MSM in Atlanta is 46 percent.11 As if the 
current rates of HIV among Black MSM in At-
lanta were not alarming enough, the CDC has 
projected that one in two Black MSM will be 
infected with HIV in their lifetime if current 
rates of new diagnoses continue.12 

Numerous factors have led to the alarm-
ing prevalence of HIV among Black MSM in 
Atlanta and across the United States. His-
torically, doctors failed to report cases of 
HIV among Black men alongside the other 
initial cases of the epidemic. While the first 
cases of HIV are remembered as occurring 
in 1981, in reality, Robert Rayford was the 
first known person to die of HIV—in 1969.13 
Rayford was a 15-year-old Black teenager 
who presented swollen limbs and a deterio-
rating body to doctors, who thought he had 
acquired chlamydia from a same-sex partner 
and failed to treat his worsening symptoms. 
It was not until 1984 that scientists isolated 
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the HIV virus and not until 1987 that scien-
tists found HIV in Rayford’s tissue samples.14 

Furthermore, when the CDC reported 
the five cases of HIV that took place among 
White MSM in California in 1981, there were 
two additional cases among Black men that 
were not reported. One of the cases involved 
a gay Black man, and the other involved a 
heterosexual Haitian man.15 Michael Gotti-
leb, the doctor who wrote the CDC report in 
1981, was quoted telling the New York Times, 
“until recently, I wouldn’t have thought it 
mattered” regarding reporting these two 
HIV cases among Black men.16 Not report-
ing the initial cases of HIV among Black men 
meant that awareness was not raised among 
Black MSM and research was not being done 
to understand how what came to be known 
as HIV was affecting this community. The 
lack of HIV awareness for both the medical 
community and Black MSM allowed HIV to 
spread silently among this population and 
has contributed to the disproportionate 
rates of HIV among Black MSM to date. 

In addition to this history, according to a 
systematic review, the disproportionate rate 
of HIV infections among Black MSM is best 
explained by differences in social and struc-
tural factors.17 Some of the main factors 
driving the disparity include stigma and in-
ternalized homophobia, constrained sexual 
networks, limited financial resources, and 
the lack of access to preventative services 
and treatment.18 Among the relatively small 
population of Black MSM, members are 
more likely to engage in sexual relationships 
with others in the same group, causing the 
virus to spread more quickly. Furthermore, 
the lack of access to health care means 
that viral loads are high because a smaller 
proportion of Black MSM with HIV are re-
ceiving treatment.19 Due to these social and 
structural factors, HIV for Black MSM be-
comes an issue of confined sexual networks 
and high viral loads.          

Georgia’s HIV Criminal Law
Historically, there have been numerous 
federal departments and agencies involved 

in addressing the HIV/AIDS epidemic. The 
Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resources 
Emergency (CARE) Act was launched in 
1990 to provide support and access to HIV 
care for people who were uninsured, under-
insured, or could not otherwise afford it.20 
Notably, the act required states, in order to 
receive funding, to certify that their criminal 
laws were adequate to prosecute any person 
who was knowingly infected with HIV and 
intentionally exposed another person to the 
virus.21 

The Ryan White CARE Act was rooted 
in the initial fear and panic that consumed 
America’s consciousness during the first re-
ports of HIV cases in the 1980s. As a result 
of this legislation, 33 states created specific 
laws criminalizing people living with HIV 
for knowingly spreading the virus.22 Today, a 
total of 67 laws explicitly focused on people 
living with HIV have been enacted in said 
33 states, with the laws centered on crimi-
nalizing individual behaviors or resulting in 
additional penalties for people living with 
HIV. In 24 states, the law requires that peo-
ple who are aware they have HIV disclose 
their status to their sexual partners, and 14 
states require that people who are aware 
that they have HIV disclose their status to 
needle-sharing partners.23 Many HIV activ-
ists argue that HIV criminalization laws do 
not consider the modern advances in HIV 
treatment such as antiretroviral therapy, 
which reduces HIV transmission risk, or in 
HIV prevention such as PrEP.

Georgia was one of the 33 states to enact 
HIV-specific criminal laws under the Ryan 
White CARE Act, and Georgia’s HIV crim-
inalization laws are still in effect today. 
These criminal laws have two primary parts. 
First, the law states that reckless conduct by 
a person living with HIV is punishable as a 
felony with up to 10 years in prison, even 
if HIV is not transmitted.24 Georgia defines 
reckless conduct as engaging in any of the 
following acts without first disclosing one’s 
HIV-positive status: engaging in vaginal, 
oral, or anal sex; sharing needles or syringes; 
offering or agreeing to engage in sexual in-
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tercourse in exchange for money; soliciting 
another person for sodomy in exchange for 
money; and donating blood, blood prod-
ucts, other bodily fluids, or any body organ 
or body part.25 Under this provision of the 
law, a person who is knowingly infected with 
HIV can also be charged with a felony, and 
face up to 10 years in prison, for spitting or 
biting at someone—even though HIV is not 
transmitted through these behaviors.26 

The second portion of Georgia’s HIV 
criminalization law states that, for individu-
als living with HIV (or hepatitis), assaulting 
a police or correctional officer with intent 
to transmit is punishable as a felony with 
5–10 years in prison, even if the virus is not 
transmitted.27 Blood, semen, vaginal secre-
tions, saliva, urine, and feces are considered 
“deadly weapons” when used by a person 
living with HIV to assault a police or correc-
tional officer.28 

Atlanta’s burden of enforcement under 
Georgia’s HIV criminal law is not equally 
distributed. In 2017, 36 percent of all peo-
ple with HIV-related arrests across the state 
of Georgia were in the metropolitan area of 
Atlanta (i.e., Dekalb, Cobb, Gwinnett, Clay-
ton, and Fulton counties). Fulton County 
had the highest number of arrests in 2017, 
with 17 percent of HIV-related arrests in 
Georgia occurring there.29 Such arrests 
were disproportionately made against Black 
men, with 46 percent of HIV-related arrests 
being made of Black males (as opposed to 
26 percent HIV-related arrests being made 
of White males).30 

Social Ecological Model
As shown in Figure 1, the Social Ecological 
Model may be used to demonstrate how the 
enforcement of Georgia’s HIV criminal laws 
in Atlanta lead to higher rates of new HIV 
cases among Black MSM in Atlanta. The 
model provides a conceptual framework for 
describing individual change within the con-
text of social change.31 Although the model 
has traditionally been used to demonstrate 
behavioral change, this paper applies the 
framework to a biological outcome under 

the assumption that Georgia’s HIV criminal 
law changes the behavior of Black MSM in 
Atlanta and, therefore, leads to higher inci-
dence of HIV among this population. The 
social world is categorized into five levels 
of influence under this framework: public 
policy, community, organizational, interper-
sonal, and individual levels.32 

Public policy is the outermost level of 
the Social Ecological Model and involves 
implementing as well as interpreting exist-
ing policy. Key stakeholders at the public 
policy level include federal, state, local, and 
tribal government agencies.33 For the case of 
HIV criminalization, public policy includes 
the Ryan White CARE Act and Georgia’s 
HIV criminal laws. The public-policy level 
also includes the federal, Georgia, and At-
lanta governments, which all work to over-
see and enforce HIV criminal laws. 

The community level is the next sphere 
of social influence and consists of the cul-
tural values and norms that are commonly 
held.34 For the case of HIV criminalization, 
community-level norms and cultural values 
are centered around homophobia, biphobia, 
and HIV stigma. The public-policy level in-
teracts with the norms and cultural values 
present on the community level through the 
stipulation of the Ryan White CARE Act that 
required every state to certify that its crim-
inal laws for HIV were adequate.35 Seeing 
the manner in and degree to which HIV was 
criminalized influenced community con-
sciousness by making individuals think that 
HIV was wrong and that any populations 
disproportionately affected by HIV, such as 
Black MSM, should be condemned.

The organizational level is the next 
sphere of social influence and consists of 
organizational rules, regulations, policies, 
and informal structures that are present 
within communities.36 For the case of HIV 
criminalization, the organizational level 
consists of Atlanta prisons, the Atlanta po-
lice department, religious groups, and other 
organizations that view or legitimize com-
munity norms that stigmatize HIV and pop-
ulations disproportionately affected by HIV. 
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The community level interacts with the or-
ganizational level by identifying norms and 
cultural values surrounding HIV criminal-
ization. Organizations then operate under 
the identified norms and cultural values sur-
rounding HIV criminalization by including 
it in rules, regulations, and policies.

The interpersonal level is the next 
sphere of social influence and consists of 
interpersonal processes and primary groups 
that provide social identity and role defini-
tion.37 For the case of HIV criminalization, 
the interpersonal level consists of sexual 
networks for Black MSM in Atlanta, as well 
as family members, police officers, and cli-
nicians. The organizational level interacts 
with the interpersonal level by outlining the 
rules, regulations, and policies that people 
are mandated to operate under. The orga-
nizational level also helps institutionalize 
community norms and values that may af-
fect views on homophobia, biphobia, and 
HIV stigma among the social-sexual net-
works of Black MSM in Atlanta at the inter-
personal level. 

The individual level is the final sphere 
of influence and consists of characteristics 
that influence behavior such as knowledge, 
beliefs, attitudes, and personality traits.38 

For the case of HIV criminalization, the 
individual level consists of attitudes such 
as internalized homophobia, biphobia, and 
HIV stigma and behaviors such as getting 
tested regularly for HIV and engaging in safe 
sexual practices. The individual level is in-
fluenced by the social networks provided at 
the interpersonal level. Social networks can 
serve as a site for peer-mediated homopho-
bia, biphobia, and HIV stigma that can be 
internalized by some individuals. 

Causal Pathways of Georgia’s HIV 
Criminal Law
Instead of addressing the social and struc-
tural factors that drive the HIV disparity 
for Black MSM in Atlanta, Georgia’s HIV 
criminal law has only exacerbated the HIV 
epidemic. As Figure 2 demonstrates, causal 
pathways link Georgia’s HIV criminal law to 
the higher incidence of HIV among Black 
MSM in Atlanta. One pathway is the dispro-
portionate burden of HIV-related arrests 
and convictions faced by Black men. 

Imprisoning Black MSM only amplifies 
the spread of HIV among this population, 
due to the links between race, incarceration, 
and HIV status. Black men are dispropor-
tionately incarcerated, with the imprison-

Figure 1: Social Ecological Model

Individual Level: Engaging in safe sexual 
practices; getting tested regularly for HIV; 
and internalizing feelings of homophobia, 
biphobia, and HIV stigma
Interpersonal Level: family members, 
police officers, clinicians, and sexual 
networks
Organizational Level: Atlanta prisons, 
Atlanta police department, religious groups
Community Level: Norms and values 
centered around homophobia, biphobia, 
and HIV stigma
Public Policy Level: Ryan White CARE 
Act, Georgia's HIV Criminal Law, Federal 
Government, Georgia Government, Atlanta 
Government
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ment rate for Black men in 2010 being nearly 
seven times higher than that of White men. 
According to the Center for HIV Law and 
Policy, the rate of HIV among people in 
prison is five to seven times higher than 
that of the general population, and rates are 
the highest among Black male prisoners.39 
HIV transmission while incarcerated is ex-
tremely common, as the virus spreads rap-
idly through behaviors such as unprotected 
sex and needle sharing. Furthermore, peo-
ple in American prisons generally receive 
substandard health care, exacerbating the 
lack of preventative care and treatment.40 

Georgia’s HIV criminal law also leads 
to higher incidence of HIV among Black 
MSM in Atlanta because the law further 
stigmatizes HIV. Seeing HIV punished so 
blatantly, especially among MSM, strength-
ens the already common negative associa-
tions that the virus carries and can lead to 
internalized homophobia. More specifically, 
research has shown that HIV stigma leads 
to both increased feelings of loneliness and 
a decrease in condom usage with the most 
recent partner of an unknown HIV status.41 
As Black MSM in Atlanta decrease their con-
dom usage as a result of HIV stigma and in-
ternalized homophobia, the chances of HIV 
transmission among their often relatively 
confined sexual network increase. 

Increased HIV stigma also interrupts 
public health efforts and leads to Black 
MSM not getting tested regularly for the 
virus. Research has shown that Black MSM 
avoid HIV testing due to fears of stigma and 
discrimination.42 Black MSM fear the neg-
ative implications of an HIV-positive diag-
nosis and may become too anxious about 
this possibility to get tested. Georgia’s HIV 
criminalization law adds the legal system to 
the list of people and institutions to fear. In 
order to avoid potential liability under the 
law for knowingly spreading the virus, indi-
viduals may choose to not get tested. 

HIV stigma also leads to people being 
less likely to disclose their HIV-positive sta-
tus to their sexual partners due to fear of 
being further stigmatized. A study among 

HIV-positive Black MSM revealed that 
greater internalized stigma surrounding 
HIV was associated with less HIV-status dis-
closure to participants’ last sexual partner 
and to family members.43 Given the fact that 
Black MSM often have higher viral loads and 
have several barriers for accessing HIV pre-
vention services, not disclosing one’s HIV 
status to a sexual partner carries a high risk 
for transmitting the virus. 

Studies indicate that health literacy, 
among many other social and structural 
factors, is another roadblock to vulnera-
ble populations accessing HIV prevention 
resources.44 They suggest that Black MSM 
have a need for better awareness and educa-
tion about the role of PrEP in HIV preven-
tion and improved health literacy in order to 
understand the confusing and overwhelm-
ing medical jargon surrounding HIV.45 This 
lack of literacy is also endemic among doc-
tors, evidenced by the fact that one in three 
primary care doctors and nurses have never 
even heard of PrEP, an HIV-prevention med-
ication.46 The fact that even doctors have 
limited literacy regarding HIV prevention 
highlights the overwhelming barriers within 
the medical system that prevent Black MSM 
from accessing PrEP and learning about its 
role in HIV prevention. 

Additionally, HIV stigma further com-
pounds medical distrust among Black MSM. 
Research shows that Black MSM generally 
reported that the CDC and medical pro-
viders cannot be trusted to provide accu-
rate information about PrEP.47 Accordingly, 
medical distrust among Black MSM was as-
sociated with a lower interest in PrEP and 
antiretroviral therapy.48 Without accessing 
such crucial HIV prevention and treatment 
services, there is little hope to contain and 
prevent further spread of HIV within the 
population.

Conclusion   
Georgia’s HIV criminal law has been in place 
for more than 20 years, and there have been 
increases in HIV rates among Black MSM 
in Atlanta.49 The exacerbated spread of the 
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Abstract
This paper examines the dangers presented to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender 
or Intersex (LGBTI) persons who find themselves among the 2.6 million forcibly 
displaced persons living in camp settings. While some LGBTI individuals flee due 
to the persecution of their sexual orientation, gender identity and/or gender ex-
pression (SOGIE), others are forcibly displaced by a political, economic or social 
crisis. After briefly outlining the grounds for formal protection such as international 
human rights law and the 1951 Convention, I identify challenges to individual safety 
and well-being in camp settings, including barriers within the humanitarian process 
itself. A series of concrete recommendations are accompanied by best practices from 
the United Nations and community-based organizations to showcase how future 
efforts can enhance protection at the individual, programmatic and global levels.

By Brieanna Scolaro

The Protection of LGBTI 
Migrants in Camp Settings
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Introduction 
As of 2018, the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR) esti-
mates that there are 68.5 million forcibly 
displaced people globally.1 Many of these 
individuals identify as lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual, transgender, or intersex (LGBTI) per-
sons who have fled their home countries 
due to persecutory laws and practices. 
Around 80 countries criminalize same-sex 
activity,2 often carrying the death penalty. 
Where activity is not illegal, violence and 
discrimination are woven into societal 
norms, presenting barriers in accessing 
housing, employment, education, and 
health care. Often, LGBTI individuals face 
restrictions in their rights to free speech 
and privacy and are arbitrarily arrested, 
imprisoned, and tortured. 

Left with no other option, LGBTI per-
sons are forced to flee and seek shelter 
either within or outside of their home 
countries. Due to these threats, an un-
known number of LGBTI persons find 
themselves among the 2.6 million3 forcibly 
displaced persons living in camp settings, 
either from the persecution of their real 
or perceived sexual orientation, gender 
identity, and expression (SOGIE) or other 
political, economic, and social crises. Al-
though designed to provide temporary 
shelter and protection, migrants increas-
ingly find themselves living in camps for 
extensive periods,4 presenting specific 
risks to the lives of LGBTI persons. 

This paper, which reviews documents 
from the United Nations, NGOs, nonprof-
its, and news sources, further examines 
the dangers presented to LGBTI persons 
living in camp settings. After briefly outlin-
ing the grounds for the formal protection, 
I identify challenges to individual safety 
and well-being, including barriers within 
the humanitarian process itself. A series of 
recommendations are accompanied by best 
practices to showcase how future initiatives 
and policies can assist in the protection of 
LGBTI persons in camp settings. 

The Grounds for Protection  
All individuals, regardless of SOGIE, are en-
titled to enjoy the protections established 
by international human rights law, such as 
Articles 1 and 2 of the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights (UDHR).5 Additional 
human rights instruments include the 
Yogyakarta Principles, which specifically 
outline the right to seek and enjoy asylum 
from persecution related to SOGIE.6 Under 
the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status 
of Refugees, individuals can obtain refugee 
status due to an actual or well-founded fear 
of persecution on the grounds of race, na-
tionality, and membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion,7 an often 
problematic definition. As the only United 
Nations agency with a mandate to protect 
this population, the UNHCR has sought 
to strengthen the link between the defini-
tion of “social group” 8 and one’s SOGIE. 
Additionally, the work of UNHCR includes 
internal policies on age, gender, and diver-
sity9 and disseminating guidelines10 on the 
protection of LGBTI persons. Despite in-
ternational and organizations’ protections, 
LGBTI persons in camp settings continue to 
be at serious risk of human rights violations. 

The Threat to Physical and Mental 
Security
Camp settings pose serious threats to 
LGBTI persons, including physical violence, 
sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV), 
and the threat to life as well as verbal ha-
rassment and marginalization. These acts 
of hate can be committed by members of 
the asylum-seeker and refugee community, 
family members, humanitarian actors, and 
local populations.11 LGBTI migrants face ad-
ditional barriers in navigating routine parts 
of camp operations, including safe housing, 
documentation, and sanitation. It is im-
portant to note the unique challenges faced 
within each subgroup of the LGBTI commu-
nity. For example, transgender individuals 
are at increased risk of SGBV when placed 
in a housing option that contradicts their 
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current gender identity and/or expression. 
LGBTI refugees also face what is known 
as “double marginality,”12 for instance, the 
compound effect of being both LGBTI and 
an ethnic, religious, or gender minority.

The attacks against LGBTI refugees in 
Kenya’s Kakuma Camp serve as an exam-
ple of the dangerous conditions posted by 
camps. In December 2018, 20 LGBTI refu-
gees were beaten by locals and other camp 
members in response to protesting for 
greater protections outside of an UNHCR 
office.13 Refugee Flag Kakuma (RFK), a 
grassroots organization that works to em-
power LGBTI refugees, highlighted these 
attacks and the population’s subsequent re-
location to a safehouse in Nairobi through 
their social media account.14 

In addition to physical violence, LGBTI 
migrants face mental health challenges 
during all phases of their journey. The pro-
cess of migration itself can cause severe 
trauma on an LGBTI individual, who has 
already fled their home area due to a real 
or well-founded fear of persecution. Upon 
arrival in camps, the experience of ho-
mophobia, transphobia, xenophobia, and 
other discriminatory attitudes can lead 
to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
depression, suicidal ideation, and a height-
ened sense of anxiety from the fear of being 
outed. Others may experience cultural be-
reavement15 or the loss of familiar social 
structures, language, and other customs. 
Together, the psychological impact of liv-
ing in camps leads to isolation16 and the 
withdrawal from critical social support net-
works, further underscoring the need for 
psychosocial services.

Barriers and Discrimination in the 
Humanitarian Process 
LGBTI persons face additional risks and 
barriers when interacting with all aspects of 
the humanitarian process, including regis-
tration, access to services, and the process 
of refugee status determination (RSD). 
Due to issues of safety and confidentiality, 
LGBTI individuals are often hesitant to 

share their status when registering for or re-
questing services. Humanitarian personnel 
may not be able to respectfully and effec-
tively conduct interviews or make appro-
priate referrals for psychosocial, medical, 
legal, and other services. When accessed, 
providers may deliver services in a way that 
is prejudicial or may lack training on the 
specific needs of LGBTI persons, including 
transition-related care or HIV prevention 
and treatment.17 Systems meant to gather 
feedback on camp operations often lack 
confidentiality or are unresponsive, often 
not worth the potential risk of exposure for 
LGBTI persons. 

The RSD, or the legal method deter-
mining grounds for formal refugee recog-
nition, can be carried out by UNHCR staff 
or government officials. This process is 
especially problematic when conducted by 
government representatives in countries 
where diverse SOGIE is criminalized. Bar-
riers exist around submitting the required 
documentation, such as when one’s noted 
biological sex is incongruent with their cur-
rent gender identity or expression.18 During 
the interview, LGBTI persons may be forced 
to recount their survival of persecution or 
prove their LGBTI status, leading to trauma 
and further marginalization.

Policy Recommendations
1. Prioritize the Safety and Security of LGBTI 
Persons in Camps
Issues surrounding safety and security, in-
cluding the right to life, should be the pri-
ority of any initiative, guidance, or policy 
aimed at the protection of LGBTI migrants 
in camps. A combined approach should be 
utilized that includes preventing and re-
sponding to violence while reducing the 
amount of time spent in camps.

To the extent possible, LGBTI migrants 
should be consulted on important decisions 
surrounding their daily life in camps, such as 
the decision to be housed with same-sex part-
ners or in a location matching their gender 
identity or expression. Any acts of violence, 
when witnessed or reported, should prompt 
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quick response from appropriate UNHCR of-
ficials and/or security forces. In no instance 
should personnel participate in these attacks 
or otherwise limit a person’s right to submit 
a complaint or document abuse. 

When appropriate, LGBTI persons 
should be relocated from high-risk sit-
uations in camps to pre-existing LGBTI  
networks in local cities. While relocation to 
an urban environment presents its own set of 
challenges, many LGBTI refugees feel cities 
are far safer places for them, allowing for a 
greater sense of anonymity and control over 
social interactions.19 Efforts should be made 
to shorten the overall time of LGBTI persons 
in camps by fast-tracking applications for re-
settlement. The RSD process should be car-
ried out in a non-discriminatory manner in 
accordance with mandated protection under 
the 1951 Convention.

Best Practice: Outside Support from NGOs 
in Nairobi
In Nairobi, Kenya, NGOs provide services 
that mitigate the physical and mental con-
sequences of living in camps. One NGO 
addresses the immediate safety needs of 
LGBTI refugees by providing scattered 
housing for those who face heightened risk 
while waiting for resettlement. A scattered- 
housing program allows LGBTI refugees to 
identify a safe place to stay and covers the 
associated costs for a temporary period, 
overall reducing the risk of an attack being 
carried out in a single location.20 Another 
NGO addresses the mental health of LGBTI 
persons by providing refugee-run counseling 
services and organizing community events, 
counteracting trauma and isolation, and re- 
establishing social support networks. 

2. Generate Confidential and LGBTI-
Sensitive Referral Networks
In order to alleviate barriers in accessing 
legal, medical, psychosocial, and other 
critical services, a referral network of 
LGBTI-sensitive providers and partner or-
ganizations that can be accessed safely and 
confidentially should be generated. This 

should be led by a dedicated protection of-
ficer responsible for overseeing operations 
in each camp setting. Outreach initiatives 
should be conducted, in order to identify 
and build relationships with existing local 
LGBTI organizations that may not yet be 
involved with supporting LGBTI refugees, 
asylum seekers, and migrants in camps. 
The perspectives of LGBTI partner orga-
nizations and migrants should be collected 
and incorporated into the design, imple-
mentation, and evaluation of these referral 
systems.

Best Practice: UNHCR Jordan 
The operations of the UNHCR Jordan office 
provide a clear example of addressing the 
safety of LGBTI individuals in both camp 
operations and referral networks. As a result 
of a joint workshop with the Organization 
for Refuge, Asylum & Migration (ORAM) 
in 2013,21 UNHCR established an internal 
group of LGBTI-sensitive staff members. 
Each of these staff members serve as a focal 
point, wearing a rainbow button signifying 
the safe approach for LGBTI persons. Safe-
space posters and brochures are available 
in each office and translated into the local 
language. Feedback and complaints can be 
channeled through boxes at registration 
sites or by providing direct feedback to focal 
points. Additionally, focal points match 
each LGBTI person with a case worker ei-
ther in the camp or at a partner organization 
who then oversees the referral process. Cu-
mulatively, focal points collect information 
on the risks, needs and priorities of LGBTI 
persons and incorporate them into the of-
fice’s standard operating procedures and 
practices. 

3. Facilitate Outcome-Driven Sensitization 
Trainings for Staff and Other Personnel 
To enable further protection regarding 
the safety and security of LGBTI persons, 
mandatory sensitivity trainings should be 
implemented with humanitarian staff and 
third-party consultants involved with camp 
operations, including security officers. 
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Trainings should focus on methods for as-
sessing the risks and needs of LGBTI per-
sons across the humanitarian process. To 
navigate around the additional barriers pre-
sented by the criminalization of SOGIE, dis-
cussions should avoid cultural and religious 
debate and instead focus on the delivery of 
humanitarian assistance. As a result, train-
ings should produce a series of concrete 
actions backed by guidance and policies. 
Identified risks, needs, and priorities should 
be incorporated into organizational-level 
codes of conduct to address attitudes and 
policy toward LGBTI persons from within 
the organization, as modeled by UNHCR’s 
Code of Conduct.22 Key progress indicators 
should be established to monitor the impact 
of trainings on both increased levels of staff 
sensitivity and the protection of LGBTI per-
sons in camps. 

Best Practice: UNHCR/IOM LGBTI Training 
Package
In 2016, UNHCR together with the IOM 
developed and piloted a comprehensive 
LGBTI training package for humanitarian 
actors. The training consists of five modules 
administered annually to help humanitarian 
actors understand risk factors for LGBTI 
persons in camp and refugee settings. The 
content itself reviews both foundational 
knowledge on terminology and assumptions 
as well as operational protection, including 
conducting interviews and the RSD process. 
Anticipated long-term outcomes of the 
training include transforming UNHCR and 
IOM offices into safe and welcoming spaces, 
generating awareness on the responsibility 
to protect LGBTI persons of concern, and 
increasing the capacity of RSD adjudicators 
to assess claims per UNHCR policies and 
guidelines.23 

 
4. Advocate for Protection at the National 
and Global Levels
Until we solve the core issue of the crimi-
nalization of SOGIE, we cannot effectively 
ensure the protection of LGBTI individuals 
in camps. Protection and other personnel 

working with camp populations need to 
develop a direct tie to human rights mech-
anisms and channel perspectives into larger 
advocacy mechanisms. Public awareness 
campaigns and global advocacy should be 
a result of combined efforts from UN or-
ganizations such as UNHCR and the Office 
of the Commissioner on Human Rights 
(OHCHR), NGOs, and grassroots organiza-
tions as well as LGBTI persons. Messaging 
should be tailored to local customs, ideas, 
and languages in order to address the sys-
tematic discrimination infused within soci-
eties, even in regions where LGBTI status 
has been decriminalized.

Best Practice: The Concerted Efforts of the 
United Nations and Local Organizations
Lessons can be learned from the participa-
tion of both UN and local organizations in 
advocating for the rights of LGBTI persons 
in formal human rights mechanisms. In its 
2015 survey, UNHCR found that 36 percent 
of its 106 offices reported the situation of 
LGBTI individuals to national, regional, or 
international human rights mechanisms 
such as the Universal Periodic Review, 
Convention on the Elimination of Discrim-
ination Against Women (CEDAW), and na-
tional human rights institutions (NHRIs).24 
Key findings include the usefulness of creat-
ing templates for writing reports and assist-
ing LGBTI persons in submitting individual 
complaints. In another example, Helem, a 
nonprofit, continues to submit reports to 
the Human Rights Committee (HRC) re-
garding the protection of LGBTI persons 
in Lebanon. Their 2017 report to the HRC 
asserted a series of recommendations spe-
cific to Lebanon, including the abolition of 
the country’s penal code, greater dialogue 
between the government and human rights 
defenders, and the launch of a national an-
ti-bullying campaign within educational 
institutions.25 

Final Remarks 
Due to the dangers outlined in this paper, 
many migrants will ultimately choose to 
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hide their SOGIE status, creating a major 
challenge in accurately monitoring the on-
going human rights situation in camp set-
tings. When humanitarian programs are 
expanded to track the situation of LGBTI 
persons, they should be careful not to do 
so for the sake of checking off a box. While 
UNHCR should be commended for its prog-
ress in protecting LGBTI persons, further 
collaboration is needed across other United 
Nations agencies, such as OHCHR and the 
Joint United Nations Program on HIV and 
AIDS, as well as amongst local NGOs and 
members of civil society. 

Addressing the protection of LGBTI 
persons in camps is only a cross-sectional 
glance of the journey to safety. Future initia-
tives and policies need to analyze the situa-
tion of LGBTI persons across all pathways 
and stages of migration. Often, the most 
ideal locations for resettlement, including 
New York and San Francisco, are also the 
most expensive. Once resettled, either as a 
refugee or on the grounds of asylum, LGBTI 
persons continue to face isolation, abuse 
and discrimination, finding themselves fac-
ing the same persecution that prompted 
their initial flight.
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RYAN: You have a considerable, and im-
pressive, history related to trans activ-
ism. Can you tell us what first inspired 
you to become an activist for trans rights? 

XAVIER: After I came out, I became the 
outreach director for the Transgender Ed-
ucational Association of Washington, DC. 
In that capacity I answered a call for vol-
unteers for the host committee for the 1993 
March on Washington for Gay, Lesbian and 
Bi Equal Rights and Liberation (MOW). I 
met many gay men and lesbians who were 
out, loud, and proud and became inspired by 
their courage and commitment toward gain-
ing their civil rights. So participating in the 
1993 MOW politicized me, along with other 
transgender people who realized we had to 
emerge from the shadows and openly advo-
cate for ourselves if we were going to live 
our lives free from discrimination and vio-
lence. The only justice we receive, we must 
create for ourselves.

There once was a perceived tension be-
tween the LGB and the T in activist 
circles. What do you think is the relation-
ship between the T and the LGB in terms 
of social activism?

I believe that all queer folks are simply 
seeking the same civil rights that straight, 
cisgender people (people who do not iden-
tify as transgender) take for granted. We 
have learned to work together in common 
cause to fight discrimination and violence 
and to obtain recognition of our marriages 
and families. But trans people are different 
in that we need access to specialized medi-
cal care for our physical transformations in 
order to be comfortable in our bodies and 
safe from stigma-driven violence and dis-
crimination. We also have to re-document 
our identities and fight to have our chosen 
genders recognized and respected.

Some might argue that the early days of 
the LGBT movement were really just an 
LGB movement, with the T often being 

either ignored or thrown under the bus 
for the supposed sake of political ad-
vances. Arguably, however, this situation 
has improved somewhat over the last 
decade, with increasing attention being 
paid to the T in its own right and, in fact, 
the growing, albeit still limited, promi-
nence of organizations that focus exclu-
sively on T issues. How do you respond 
to this assessment?

There was once a time when we were all 
just gay, before identity politics separated 
us into a hierarchy of oppressed groups. 
Then in the 1990s, there was an enormous 
struggle by trans people to be included in 
the larger, better-organized gay and lesbian 
civil rights movement. There were those 
who thought trans people were completely 
different from gay and lesbian people, even 
though we all fought at Stonewall together. 
And some were all too ready to put a dress 
code on civil rights. So lots of education 
became necessary, sometimes with people 
who did not want to listen. This struggle 
absorbed much of my time and effort and 
brought me into conflict with gay and les-
bian advocates whom I looked up to and 
admired for their courage and industry. So 
we had to form parallel organizations of our 
own to work beside gay and lesbian organi-
zations to advocate and educate. I tried to 
organize the groups I co-founded based on 
my transfeminist principles, but I largely 
failed to gain acceptance of this approach. 

Can you tell us a bit more about what 
these transfeminist principles are and 
why you feel they failed to gain accep-
tance with the larger movement?

Transfeminism builds upon the intersec-
tional understandings of oppression based 
on sex, race, class, age, poverty, etc. Its de-
mand for bodily autonomy and access to the 
transformational medical procedures that 
allow our bodies to correspond with our 
true genders parallels reproductive choice 
for cisgender women. However, it critiques 
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traditional second-wave feminism that 
predicates its opposition to gender-based 
oppression (GBO) on identity politics and 
how it dumbs down GBO to only where 
it intrudes into narrowly drawn identity 
boxes, such as “women” and “lesbians.” 
Inherent in transfeminism is a call to ac-
tion to not just fight GBO but to dismantle 
compulsory, heteronormative gender itself, 
thus transcending sexism, homophobia, 
biphobia, and transphobia to focus on the 
actual disease of GBO rather than just its 
symptoms. 

I was a feminist for at least 15 years before 
I transitioned, and I became one of the early 
transfeminists after reading Sandy Stone’s 
ovarian essay, The “Empire” Strikes Back: A 
Posttranssexual Manifesto.1 For me, transfem-
inism emerged as a reaction to a particularly 
vicious form of GBO, which is generally 
called transphobia. In my survey research, 
I’ve assessed transphobia’s measureable out-
comes including murder, physical, and sexual 
assault; discrimination in employment, edu-
cation, housing, and health care; and suicidal-
ity and substance abuse. Thus transfeminism 
began as a politics of survival. I like to say 
that if you have time to write about transfem-
inism, you are probably not practicing it. But 
I suppose everyone needs to take a break now 
and then [laughs].

In my 1995 essay, “Transsexual Feminism 
and Transgender Politicization,”2 I analyzed 
why so few transgender people were actively 
participating in the movement. There were 
hardly any transmen and transpeople of 
color showing up at our meetings, so our 
transpolitical agenda was mostly driven by 
transwomen and male crossdressers. I saw 
a lot of competition among the few national 
organizations; personal rivalries; and worse, 
no underlying, inclusive politics to inform 
the movement. I also saw the diversity of 
the trans population as an unused asset, 
while too many people were being driven 
away by leadership’s bent on retaining their 
White, male, passing privileges. So in It’s 
Time, America! and It’s Time, Maryland! I 
tried to incorporate feminist process and 

consensus-based decision-making in our 
meetings, to bring in the voices of everyone 
who showed up. We outreached to trans-
people of color and transmen to bring them 
into our groups and agendas. It was radical, 
it was revolutionary, it was way too far ahead 
of its time, and so it failed. The movement 
remained an attorney-driven, patriarchal 
“gimme my rights back” endeavor, seem-
ingly seeking to reclaim lost privilege. 

How do you view the goals and strategies 
of the trans-rights movement as having 
evolved over the last several decades?

It seems to me that the primary focus has 
continued to be on anti-transgender vio-
lence. Kay Brown did an analysis once and 
found that it was more likely for a trans-
woman to be murdered than to be married. 
But other issues, like discrimination in em-
ployment, education, housing, and health 
care and recognition and re-documentation 
of our legal identities, have also seen some 
focus and progress. Regrettably, the extent 
of HIV infection among transgender peo-
ple, primarily among transgender women 
of color, has been obscured by these other 
issues. A hopeful note has been the emerg-
ing recognition of the importance of data in 
documenting these concerns.

You have been one of the pioneers in 
trans-related data collection. The results 
of this work have been foundational in 
laying the groundwork for what we know 
about a number of trans communities. 
Can you share what first got you inter-
ested in this kind of work and why you 
think it is so important?

Back in the 90s, I spent a good deal of my 
time in DC, where I encountered many 
transgender women of color who were liv-
ing hellish lives. Too many were dying from 
violence, HIV, substance abuse, homeless-
ness, and despair, and they were not being 
served by the district government’s health 
care and social service agencies. This was a 
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time when trans people were not well un-
derstood, and the social stigma drove too 
many cisgender people to act out horrific 
violence. The galvanizing moment was the 
tragic death of Tyra Hunter, a transgender 
woman who was denied medical care by the 
DC Fire Department and DC General Hos-
pital after a car accident in 1995. She died 
on a gurney untreated by the ER staff, and 
her mother sued for gross violation of her 
child’s civil rights. She was awarded $2 mil-
lion by a jury. Transphobia is tragic, but it 
also can be very expensive to taxpayers. 

I knew of a transgender survey that was 
conducted in Philadelphia3 by a group of 
friends and saw that putting hard facts and 
figures on paper about a “hidden” popula-
tion would be a powerful advocacy tool to 
inform the DC government of the many 
unmet needs and sheer human misery. So 
the Washington Transgender Needs As-
sessment Survey (or WTNAS, pronounced 
“witness”) was born. I followed the Phila-
delphia survey’s first-time use of the two-
step method of asking respondents about 
their gender followed by their birth sex. 
Since many transgender people will simply 
identify themselves as male or female after 
their transitions, this methodology cap-
tured more trans people than just asking a 
single question. In a little over four months, 
WTNAS had 252 trans and intersex people 
in its sample. It was also the first survey I 
know of in the United States that was trans-
lated into Spanish. 

After the report4 was released, the DC 
Department of Health provided the first 
trans-specific HIV-prevention funds, and 
a few years later, Transgender Health Em-
powerment was founded, the first trans-
gender community-based organization in 
DC. But perhaps more importantly, con-
ducting the WTNAS study by following a 
community-based participatory research 
(CBPR) approach organized the transgen-
der community of Washington, bringing 
all the diverse subpopulations together to 
work in common cause. It literally created 
our community.

You are currently working with the This 
Great New Community Survey in Vir-
ginia, among the first to directly target 
not just transgender individuals but also 
those who identify as gender noncon-
forming as well. You have also done work 
specifically with transgender people of 
color. Can you talk a bit about why you 
think it is important that surveys, and 
other research and activism, begin to 
more properly nuance their work with 
the trans population in this way?

Although “TGNC” is widely used in the 
same way we say “LGBT,” in a public health 
context, I view the trans and gender-non-
conforming (GNC) populations as distinct 
with some overlapping needs and concerns. 
They are also very diverse, with many people 
of color, and they express their genders (or 
the lack thereof) in myriad ways. This im-
pacts how and what kind of health care they 
seek, and indeed, how they view their bodies 
and their health itself. I’ve read that some 
gender non-binary people will adopt a trans 
identity in order to obtain access to trans 
health services, in order to partially virilize 
or feminize their bodies. Health care and 
social service providers and staff are largely 
unprepared to deal with them respectfully 
and comprehensively, and we have no idea 
of their sexual risks, their mental health and 
substance use, and other health conditions. 
Despite the lack of systematic surveillance 
by the CDC, transgender women of color 
are horribly impacted by the HIV epidemic. 
Even the CDC estimates that half of African 
American transwomen are living with HIV.5 
Trans-latinas also have high HIV infection. 
While these transwomen of color have some 
terrific advocates, they also need allies to 
speak truth to power where their voices 
can’t reach.

The ability to be recognized, legally, for 
who you are is a foundational human 
right, and yet it is one that is denied to 
many trans people. Why do you feel it is 
important that people be allowed to re-
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ceive legal recognition for their chosen 
gender identity? 

In a fundamental way, recognition of 
chosen gender is more important than 
marriage equality. The latter validates the 
legal recognition of someone’s love and 
family, but gender goes to the heart of what 
it means to be a human being. Denial of 
someone’s gender is to deny their person-
hood, agency, and existence. Traditionally, 
legal recognition of a trans person’s gender 
could only be obtained with documentation 
of sex-reassignment surgery. Although the 
insurance industry is finally beginning to 
cover the costs of transgender health and 
even the surgeries, many trans people do 
not have insurance and cannot afford the 
out-of-pocket costs. But perhaps more im-
portantly, many trans and gender-non-bi-
nary people do not want these surgeries. 
After they socially transition, their identities 
are grounded in their lived experience, not 
their birth anatomy. Gender (binary, non-bi-
nary, or the total lack of it) is a personal ex-
pression of one’s humanity, and it must be 
respected. Full stop. 

One of the central issues of trans 
activism in recent years has centered 
around bathrooms. So-called bathroom 
bills have become a lightning rod for 
drawing attention to the discrimination 
faced by many trans people. Why do you 
think this is so? 

This is sheer hysteria—fear-mongering used 
by social conservatives as a wedge issue for 
political gain. I like to say the controversy 
shows that trans people don’t even have a 
pot to pee in. But it is also illustrative of how 
these conservatives strive to maintain the 
social stigma of being transgender. Stigma 
has been heavily researched in the social sci-
ences, but really it’s just a means for many, 
if not most people, to safely hate others who 
are different from them. I’m sure many of 
my generation remember the “Hate is Not 
a Family Value” bumper sticker. Oh, but it 

is. In these socially and politically polarized 
times, hatred has become a central organiz-
ing principle of society: you are defined by 
who you hate. That’s what I call the false 
empowerment by scapegoating others—
blaming someone else means you don’t have 
to deal with your own shit. So the mainte-
nance of stigma becomes a means of escap-
ing not just the notice of personal deficits 
but also the lack of accountability for one’s 
actions toward themselves and the lack of 
responsibility toward others. Whether we 
accept it or not, the simple truth is that we 
are all spiritual beings sharing a human ex-
perience that intrinsically links us together 
on this fragile orb we are so busy destroying.

Given your years of activism and involve-
ment, what do you think should be the 
main focus of the trans-rights movement 
in the United States today?

Probably inclusion in, and passage of, the 
Equality Act. Anti-LGBTQ discrimina-
tion disproportionately affects trans and 
GNC people because so many lack passing 
privilege, the ability to pass as cisgender/
straight. A job is more than just income—
it’s a chance at a normal life. But for every-
one living today and the next generations to 
come, we must do something to halt the ef-
fects of man-made climate change. Accord-
ing to the UN, we’ve got just a dozen years 
before we reach the tipping point, when 
there’s nothing left to do except adapt to 
extreme weather, droughts, famines, water 
shortages, and widespread tropical diseases. 
I’d say the survival of the species, straight 
and gay, cis and trans, should properly be 
our first concern in the United States and 
everywhere else.

The Trump administration has received 
various, mostly well-deserved, scathing 
critiques for their approach to trans-re-
lated policies, which many view as a re-
versal of the more positive directions 
taken by the Obama administration. That 
said, the current policies either being put 
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in place or rescinded do not move over-
all policy to a place that differs from the 
early years of the Obama administration 
or, in fact, from any previous administra-
tion before that. Why do you think such 
ire is being directed specifically at the 
current administration?

The national LGBT organizations fought 
hard during the Obama administration 
to obtain open service for trans service 
members and also to enforce the US Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission’s 
finding that trans people are protected from 
discrimination under Title 7 of the Civil 
Rights Act. The Affordable Care Act also 
prohibited discrimination in health care on 
the basis of gender identity, and the federal 
government began taking its first steps to 
collect data to finally count transgender 
people in some of its national health care 
surveys. These were not gimmies. We fought 
long and hard to move people—lots of risk-
averse bureaucrats and some who were re-
ligious fundamentalists—to achieve these 
rights. So losing these gains has been jarring 
and yet another reminder of our vulnera-
bility as trans people living in an intolerant 
culture. 

I am a survivor of physical violence in-
cluding a murder attempt, and I understand 
transphobia all too well. I’ve had to become 
a student of stigma in order to survive, but 
still, transphobia strikes me as odd. Not so 
long ago, in non-Western cultures, we trans 
people were valued as healers and teachers, 
for only we truly understood the twin mys-
teries of human existence: male and female. 
A pearl without price, to be sure, that today 
is sadly cast before and trod under by swine.

 
As someone who has been a trans-rights 
activist for nearly three decades, what do 
you see as the future of the trans-rights 
movement in the United States?

It’s hard to predict what might happen to 
a small, under-resourced movement rep-
resenting a still-stigmatized population at-

tempting to survive while living under an 
unpredictable administration led by people 
who use fear as a motivator for their sup-
porters. But I’ve told my friends in the HIV 
and trans-health research world that we 
must continue to develop our interventions 
and to educate our health care and social 
service providers as best we can, so when 
political change inevitably comes, we will be 
ready to quickly implement those changes 
to improve the health and lives of trans and 
gender-non-binary people. But in the mean-
time, it’s Bette Davis’s famous line from All 
About Eve: “Fasten your seat belts, it’s going 

to be a bumpy night.”
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Introduction1 
While scholars have long discussed the 
circumstances under which steps towards 
LGBTI2 equality may be met with resis-
tance,3 they have devoted less attention 
to the discursive components of backlash. 
Especially outside of Europe, few academ-
ics have explicitly noted that opposition to 
inclusive policies has come to be articulated 
under increasingly common frameworks. 
Thus, even though some media have alerted 
about phenomena like the rise against “gen-
der ideology” in Latin America,4 these nar-
ratives have merited only limited analysis.5

To fill this gap, the present article ex-
amines the discourses that opponents to 
LGBTI rights in Mexico have most recently 
relied on. It focuses on the aftermath of 17 
May 2016, when in commemoration of the 
International Day Against Homophobia, 
Transphobia and Biphobia (IDAHOTB), 
President Enrique Peña Nieto issued a 
number of directives for inclusion. Among 
other things, he instructed his cabinet to 
create protocols for non-discriminatory 
access to health care, develop a national 
campaign against homophobia, inscribe 
“respect for diversity” in educational mate-
rials, and ensure Mexico joined the United 
Nations LGBTI Core Group. He also signed 
two legislative initiatives to enshrine mar-
riage equality in the constitution and the 
federal civil code, which (since marriage 
is regulated at the state level) were mostly 
symbolic.6 His directives, especially those 
pertaining same-sex marriage, faced strong 
opposition.

The text will focus on the discursive 
strategies of the two main detractors of 
these measures. The first is the Catholic 
Church, whose influence has been (albeit to 
varying degrees) a fixture in Mexican poli-
tics since the 16th century. The second is the 
National Front for the Family (Frente Nacio-
nal por la Familia, heretofore NFF or the 
Front), a coalition of more than a thousand 
civil society organizations that came to-
gether in response to the president’s LGBTI 

agenda. These actors’ declarations, press 
releases, interviews, and articles as well as 
an alternative legislative bill put forth by 
NFF member ConFamilia will be analyzed 
to show that, while Mexican adversaries to 
LGBTI equality still rely heavily on argu-
ments related to nature, divinity, and biol-
ogy, they have also come to internalize and 
deploy human rights discourses.

The remainder of this piece is orga-
nized as follows. Section 1 provides a brief 
context to situate the significance of the 
period under study. Section 2 discusses the 
way in which the Church and the NFF re-
lied on narratives that portrayed marriage 
as a heterosexual—even divine—institu-
tion based on reproduction, while claiming 
to be on the side of “biology” versus gen-
der ideology. Section 3 highlights the ways 
in which, perhaps counterintuitively but in 
tune with growing global trends, these ac-
tors also framed their views under human 
rights rhetoric. The piece then offers some 
conclusions. 

1. Why 2016?
Partly owing to its federal nature,7 Mex-
ico has recognized LGBTI rights in a fairly 
gradual manner. For instance, civil unions 
were only first enacted in Mexico City in 
2006. Same-sex marriage and adoption, fac-
ing strong opposition from then right-wing 
President Felipe Calderón, were also first 
legalized in Mexico City three years later. 
By May 2016, although the Supreme Court 
had already ruled that restricting marriage 
to heterosexual couples constitutes dis-
crimination, only three additional states had 
recognized marriage equality in their legis-
lation. Similarly, adoption by same-sex cou-
ples was only possible in two states. LGBTI 
activists systematically reported high lev-
els of exclusion at home, in schools, in the 
workplace, and in public spaces.8

2016 marked the first time that the head 
of the Mexican Executive ever held a formal 
act to commemorate IDAHOTB. His direc-
tives and legislative bills were announced 
at an unprecedented live-streamed meet-
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ing that joined members of his cabinet with 
LGBTI activists, scholars, artists, business-
people, and politicians. Commentators 
claimed the event “caused surprise across 
all sectors.”9 Marriage equality quickly be-
came the main focus of national discussion.

Even though public opinion seemed 
favorable at first,10 backlash soon ensued. 
Catholic leaders condemned the president’s 
agenda in the media, in the pulpit, and in 
print. In addition, eight days after the com-
memoration, the NFF was born to “respond 
to President Enrique Peña Nieto’s initiative 
to modify the Constitution and the Civil 
Code to recognize unions between same-sex 
people.”11 Aside from calling for the presi-
dent to roll back his instructions, the Front 
demanded that Congress restrict marriage 
to one man and one woman, in accordance 
with an unsuccessful bill that member or-
ganization ConFamilia had introduced in 
February 2016. To these effects, the NFF 
convened mass demonstrations across the 
country, with open support from the Catho-
lic hierarchy.12 While most of the president’s 
instructions were followed, his bills were 
dismissed by Congress in November.13 

2. A Defense of the “Natural” Family
A survey of the NFF’s and the Catholic 
Church’s discourses reveals that, in pres-
ent-day Mexico, opposition to LGBTI in-
clusion is often based on understandings 
of what is “natural.” In fact, most critiques 
against the president’s measures were 
framed as a defense of the family or, more 
explicitly, the “natural family,” which al-
legedly emanates from the “natural—com-
plementary—relationship between one man 
and one woman.”14 According to this logic, 
marriage and the family are founded upon 
the “mutual compatibility” between men 
and women, which renders them heterosex-
ual by definition.15 

The reasons why the family is perceived 
as a “natural institution” vary depending on 
the actor. The Catholic clergy’s statements 
suggest that, for them, compatibility be-
tween men and women derives mainly from 

their reproductive potential. From cardinals 
to archbishops, religious figures highlighted 
men and women’s “fecundity” or capabil-
ity to “transmit life”16 and argued that “the 
human body is not designed for homosex-
ual relations.”17 These assertions replicate 
the general Catholic conviction that God 
calls upon men and women to reproduce. 
As Chicago scholar Mary Anne Case shows, 
beyond Mexico, religious figures—including 
the incumbent Pope—have opposed mar-
riage equality on the grounds that it contra-
dicts “God’s plans.”18 

For the NFF, the compatibility at the 
core of the “natural family” was based not 
only on men and women’s reproductive 
potential but also on their “psychological” 
differences.19 To be sure, the possibility 
for men and women to conceive through 
heterosexual intercourse was thoroughly 
emphasized (e.g., “two men cannot make 
a mother, and two women cannot make a 
mother”).20 However, it was paired with a 
notion of biological determinism regard-
ing the mindsets of men and women. It is 
interesting to note that, even though Case 
suggests that these kinds of assertions are 
the basis for “most of the Vatican’s newly 
preferred theological anthropology of com-
plementarity,”21 they did not figure in the 
Mexican Catholic Church’s discourse. This 
could owe to clergymen’s attunement with 
national public opinion, which has come to 
reject most overly sexist stereotypes.22 

LGBTI exclusion based on conventional 
understandings of “nature” and “the family” 
is not new in Mexico. According to analysts 
such as Jordi Díez,23 this mechanism can be 
traced back to at least 16th-century coloniza-
tion, when the Catholic Church introduced 
natural law to Latin America. In fact, political 
developments have seemed to reinforce its 
persistence: following the region’s indepen-
dence plights, for instance, the heteronorma-
tive family arguably cemented its position as 
the main formal unit of social organization.24 
References to nature in relation to homosex-
uality, however, have gradually lost centrality, 
especially after the emergence of medical and 
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psychological approaches to the study of sex-
uality in the 19th century.25 

Aside from references to the “natural,” 
the NFF and the Church also produced a 
discourse of the “biological.” Front rep-
resentatives stressed: “biology . . . teaches 
us that people are born from a relationship 
between one man and one woman.”26 How-
ever, the appeal to science and “basic biol-
ogy” was not only another way to reference 
heterosexual reproductive potential—it also 
served as a device to draw a juxtaposition 
between the NFF’s and the Church’s under-
standings of marriage and family on the one 
hand and gender ideology on the other.27 

While it remains challenging to suc-
cinctly define what gender ideology entails, 
Case contends that early-1980s writings of 
Joseph Ratzinger (later Pope Benedict XVI) 
delineate its basic elements, which could 
be summarized in a denunciation against 
“the trivialization of sexual specificity that 
makes every role interchangeable between 
man and woman.”28 The idea is, then, to 
“reaffirm heteropatriarchal conceptions 
of sex, gender, and sexuality.”29 Conser-
vative and religious leaders have publicly 
rejected gender ideology since at least the 
1990s, after various UN conferences led to 
breakthroughs in the international plight 
for gender equality.30 2016 offered the first 
venue for this ill-defined notion to become 
part of Mexican mainstream discourse. For 
instance, Mexico City’s archdiocese pub-
lished materials advising parents to push 
back against gender ideology,31 while the 
Front positioned itself against “social ex-
periments” based on it.32 

  
3. The Rights of the Right
While it may seem unusual, apart from 
well-established notions about sexuality, the 
family, and reproduction, Catholic clergymen 
and the NFF also resorted to human rights 
rhetoric to resist LGBTI inclusion. As will be 
shown below, they deployed this framing to 
push back against any mention of “diversity” 
in educational materials, defend themselves 
from perceived attacks against their freedom 

of religion and expression, and contend that 
marriage equality is not a right.

As to educational materials, Mexican 
opponents to the president’s instructions 
claimed (heterosexual) parents had a right 
to teach their children their own values. 
The president’s agenda was denounced as 
a “[push] for the State to overtake parent’s 
formative functions,”33 which infringed, ac-
cording to the Church, on a “natural right . . .  
not given to us by the State.”34 

Arguments to shield children and their 
“innocence” from other moral orientations, 
particularly with regard to sexuality, have 
been put forward by conservative organiza-
tions globally to oppose a variety of devel-
opments, from the appearance of diversity 
in popular media to changes in sexual-ed-
ucation pedagogies.35 In the Mexican case, 
the insistence that “it is a parent’s right to 
determine what knowledge their children 
should have and when they should receive 
it”36 was mostly deployed in relation to gen-
der ideology, which was thought to manifest 
itself in all attempts to portray LGBTI in-
dividuals (and their “unions”) as equal to 
non-LGBTI citizens (and their marriages). 
Scholars have underlined the ways in which 
the insistence on “protecting children” and 
the emphasis on paternal authority over the 
types of content infants should be exposed 
to reinforce tropes about childhood as a 
pure, naive, asexual, even sacrosanct stage 
of human development.37 Especially in cases 
like Mexico, where the focus is on educa-
tional materials, this could be considered a 
form of surveillance, as well as of individual 
control, that works to the benefit of adult’s 
interests instead of children’s rights.38 

As to religious freedoms, opponents to 
LGBTI equality posited that the president’s 
measures were a way to impose the “radi-
cal agenda” of the “gay lobby” on everyone, 
including Catholics.39 The implication was 
that LGBTI inclusion was at odds with other 
individuals’ rights in a zero-sum dynamic. 

While opponents to LGBTI equality 
around the world have certainly appealed to 
religious freedoms, they have done so with 
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radically different purposes. During the 
United Kingdom debates on the Equality 
Act 2010, for instance, members of parlia-
ment (MPs) with a history of voting against 
LGBTI inclusion on faith-based grounds 
evoked this logic to favor the removal of 
prohibitions around registering same-sex 
civil partnerships in religious premises. In 
their view, as Johnson and Vanderbeck re-
late, while it was foreseeable that not many 
churches would desire to hold ceremonies 
for homosexual couples, they should all be 
entitled to decide for themselves instead of 
having the State decide for them.40 In Mex-
ico, since legal recognition of same-sex mar-
riage bears no implications for religious (or 
secular) heterosexual ceremonies, claims of 
this nature seem more exclusively grounded 
on ideational concerns.

Also related to religious freedoms, and es-
pecially after facing criticism for their state-
ments—or in the case of the Church, for its 
involvement in policy debates overall—cler-
gymen and the NFF argued that their voice 
was legitimate on the grounds of freedom 
of expression. On one hand, once they had 
held demonstrations across the country, the 
Front partly characterized them as a call for 
freedom of speech.41 On the other hand, Mex-
ico City’s archbishop continuously defended 
his statements against the president’s mea-
sures on the grounds that modern demo-
cratic societies had “to be open to a debate 
of ideas between different points of view.”42 
He also decried that, especially within mar-
riage-equality debates, opposition was 
deemed homophobic and allegedly met with 
“repeated mocking, persecution, insults and 
threats.”43 This, the archbishop said, was a 
roadblock to fruitful dialogue. 

While global debates on whether dis-
criminatory ideas are protected by freedom 
of speech are still ongoing, it is increasingly 
clear that censorship should not figure in 
states’ policies.44 Still, while the NFF’s right 
to publicly defend its ideas can be more eas-
ily deemed legitimate (since it comprises 
civil society organizations), the Church’s 
involvement should be evaluated in light 

of three facts. First, with its almost 90 dio-
ceses and archdioceses, each with countless 
pulpits and sometimes even publications, 
the Catholic Church has considerable reach 
and echo—probably much more so than all 
Mexican LGBTI organizations combined. 
Second, no available data seem to suggest 
that 2016 witnessed any increase in any sort 
of persecution against religious individuals 
or figures. And third, for historical political 
reasons, religious organizations have long 
been legally forbidden from publicly oppos-
ing Mexican laws, regulations, or institu-
tions,45 yet the Church was never penalized 
for its continuous statements on President 
Peña Nieto’s directives.46 It would thus be 
difficult to argue that its freedom of expres-
sion was curtailed.

Finally, the NFF and the Catholic hier-
archy not only posed their own interests 
as a matter of human rights, they also ac-
tively questioned whether LGBTI inclusion 
was a right at all. Especially in the case of 
marriage, they insisted that advocating for 
exclusion was only a matter of conceptual 
rigor. For the Church, the federal govern-
ment sought to recognize “false rights”47 
because “President Enrique Peña Nieto and 
the Supreme Court of Justice ha[d] made 
a serious mistake in their interpretation of 
what marriage is and on what discrimina-
tion means.”48 Meanwhile, the NFF exhorted 
same-sex couples to create their own legal 
figures,49 accusing proponents of marriage 
equality—federal authorities included—of 
trying to “invent” non-existent rights.50 

The previous logic relied on detractors’ 
understandings of marriage and the fam-
ily as purely heterosexual institutions (as 
noted above). Indeed, their willingness to 
concede same-sex couples’ access to other 
forms of civil unions suggests that one of 
their main concerns was the symbolic im-
portance of marriage, which several indi-
viduals and organizations around the world 
seem to share. In their study of New York 
City Christian evangelicalism, for example, 
Andersson et al. showed that certain evan-
gelicals who opposed marriage equality 
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seemed more concerned with “maintaining 
a symbolic form of classification” than with 
withholding access to marriage-related pre-
rogatives.51 However, the authors also noted 
that other evangelicals drew distinctions 
between their own religious convictions and 
the realm of civil rights, agreeing with mar-
riage equality despite their own “theologi-
cal reservations.” None of the discourses 
by Mexican opponents to LGBTI equality 
echoed the latter logic; on the contrary, the 
Church and the Front even misleadingly 
referenced rulings by the European Court 
of Human Rights that allegedly concluded 
same-sex marriage is not a right.52 

It should be clear that, in framing their 
opposition under a human rights logic, the 
NFF and the Church joined a growing trend 
that scholars seldom recognize. Indeed, ac-
ademics have long described and analyzed 
the implications of LGBTI activists—in 
Mexico and elsewhere—adopting a human 
rights discourse.53 However, they seem to 
mostly assume that this narrative is exclu-
sive to progressive, counter-hegemonic 
voices and narratives.54 As this article and 
other sources show,55 several conservative 
forces seem to have overcome their initial 
skepticism about human rights narratives 
and deftly deploy it today.

Conclusions
This paper has analyzed the main discourses 
deployed by detractors of LGBTI inclusion 
in Mexico after May 2016. It has shown that 
while civil organizations and Catholic figures 
played upon existing narratives about sexual-
ity and sought to defend the “natural family” 
against gender ideology, they also crafted a 
human rights narrative to frame their claims.

Several lessons derive from this study:
1. As relates to academia, it is fundamental 

that studies on backlash against LGBTI 
equality closely consider the discursive 
consequences of policy debates, recog-
nizing that a growing number of actors 
deftly articulate conservative views in 
the language of human rights. 

2. As relates to LGBTI-rights activists and 
their allies, it is important to work on 
narratives that dismantle the assump-
tions—so naturalized in societies like 
Mexico—that underlie the defense of 
“the family” and “biology” from gen-
der ideology. Conservative claims for 
human rights must be swiftly con-
tested; otherwise, the Right could al-
most inadvertently “pass the Left.”56

3. As relates to government, it is neces-
sary for public officials to be able to 
provide solid arguments that boost 
legislative and policy changes for 
LGBTI equality. It is also crucial that, 
while avoiding censorship, institutions  
create platforms for LGBTI-rights de-
fenders to counter the discourses of 
their better-funded, more powerful 
counterparts. Otherwise, hegemonic 
narratives will prevail.
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Editor’s Note: Given the limited technology and communication pathways 
afforded prisoners, this manuscript was edited by Reed Miller of Black and 
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Abstract
LGBTQ people are sent to prison for a wide range of convictions, with most 
tracing their first incarceration to their juvenile years. LGBTQ youth are dispro-
portionately represented in the juvenile “injustice” system. Once inside, there is 
systemic discrimination against the incarcerated LGBTQ community and a lack of 
understanding concerning the need for care and treatment of certain members of 
the community. Within the incarcerated transgender community, evidence clearly 
shows high levels of abuse and non-treatment (medical, mental health, and re-
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LGBTQ Experiences of Incarceration
There is systemic discrimination against the 
incarcerated LGBTQ community and a lack 
of understanding concerning the need for 
care and treatment of certain members of 
the community. The foci of this paper are 
LGBTQ youth caught up in the juvenile “in-
justice” system and transgender prisoners. 
There are significant deficiencies in tar-
geted programing, which if implemented, 
could improve the life chances of LGBTQ 
prisoners.

In 2015, a nationwide survey was con-
ducted of over 1,100 incarcerated LGBTQ 
prisoners. The resulting report, Coming 
Out of Concrete Closets, found that of the 
respondents:1

• 71 percent dropped out of school or 
were expelled

• 58 percent had their first arrest when 
under 18 years of age

• 38 percent had their first incarceration 
when under 18 years of age

• 18 percent were homeless or transient 
prior to incarceration

• 36 percent were unemployed prior to 
first incarceration

• 47 percent had been in relationships 
involving domestic abuse while in-
carcerated, compared to 25 percent 
of gays and lesbians and 31 percent of 
transgender people nationally2

• 82 percent did not know of any institu-
tional resources that could help them 
if they were attempting to leave an 
abusive relationship

• 15 percent had been excluded from a 
program because of their gender pref-
erence or sexuality

• 20 percent had access to LGBTQ 
books

This report shines a bright light on 
several critical areas of concern. Interpret-
ing the findings, one can infer that prison 
administrators are overlooking important 
factors during the intake and classification 
process. With high rates of youth leaving 

school and experiencing arrest and incar-
ceration, clearly we have a system in dire 
need of repair. 

From the author’s decades of observa-
tions, many LGBTQ prisoners suffer from 
gender dysphoria; post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD); and sexual abuses includ-
ing rape and domestic abuse in adolescence 
and/or adulthood, which includes verbal, 
psychological, and physical abuses due to 
the transphobic or homophobic views of 
an unaccepting family or members of the 
community. These are all contributing fac-
tors that often lead to involvement in one or 
more of the various criminalized activities.

Although the Prison Rape Elimination 
Act (PREA) brought forth many sweeping 
changes within prisons and jails, its protec-
tions have fallen short. Often prison staff use 
the regulations as reasons to target LGBTQ 
prisoners for abuse, to deny protections af-
forded other prisoners, or to end practices 
the LGBTQ prison community established 
for their own safety. Under the federal PREA 
regulations, prison administrators are for-
bidden from segregating LGBTQ or inter-
sex people unless it is in connection with 
“a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal 
judgement for the purpose of protecting 
such inmates.”3 Many prison administrators 
use this very regulation to deny requests by 
LGBTQI prisoners to be moved into cells 
with other LGBTQ prisoners where they 
often feel safer. 

LGBTQ Youth Incarceration
A report by the Center for American Prog-
ress found that “[t]hough gay and trans-
gender youth represent just 5 percent to 7 
percent of the nation’s overall youth pop-
ulation, they compose 13 to 15 percent of 
those currently in the juvenile justice sys-
tem.”4 In a study of transgender youth in-
volved in criminalized behaviors such as 
sex work, 67 percent had been arrested, and 
37 percent had been incarcerated.5 Some 
studies suggest that such disproportionate 
negative interactions with law enforcement 
result in incarceration due to prejudice (i.e., 
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LGBTQ youth are more targeted than their 
heterosexual peers). Such arrest rates are 
further increased when marginalized race, 
gender, and class identities are factored in.6

In a study of incarcerated girls in Ohio, 
researchers were surprised to discover a 
lack of information gathering at intake and 
a desire among administrators to remain 
ignorant regarding past victimization of 
the juvenile prisoners prior to their incar-
ceration.7 Highlighting this deficiency, the 
National Center for Transgender Equality 
prepared guidance for intake and identifi-
cation procedures and risk assessments as 
part of their advocate’s guide.8

Administrators in both the juvenile and 
adult criminal justice systems tend to back 
grant-funded programs that fail to address 
the early-childhood traumas that elevated 
risk factors that helped foster the current 
criminalized behaviors.9 Some studies sug-
gest that LGBTQ youth who have been 
victims of abuse are at substantial risk for 
substance abuse and depression,10 tran-
sience or homelessness.11 It has long been 
viewed that juvenile delinquency is directly 
related to associations, peer pressure, and 
social class. Indeed, numerous findings, 
and my own observations, indicate that 
many LGBTQ youth who try to “fit in” with 
a heteronormative lifestyle and have only 
heterosexual associates present significant 
predictors for criminalized behavior.12

Trans Adult Incarceration
A joint survey conducted by the National 
Gay and Lesbian Taskforce and National 
Center for Transgender Equality found that 
nearly one in six transgender people in the 
United States has been sent to jail or prison. 
Transgender people of color experience 
incarceration at the following higher than 
average rates: Black (47 percent), American 
Indian (30 percent), and Latino/a (25 per-
cent). Transgender women are incarcerated 
at around twice the rate of transgender men, 
21 percent and 10 percent, respectively.13

Within the incarcerated transgender 
community, the evidence clearly shows 

high levels of abuse and non-treatment (e.g. 
by medical, mental health, and rehabilita-
tion programs). A 2009 study found that 59 
percent of surveyed transgender prisoners 
in California suffered sexual assault com-
pared to 4 percent of a random sample.14 
Of transgender and gender nonconforming 
people, 41 percent have attempted suicide, 
compared with 1.6 percent of the general 
population;15 tragically, these rates are likely 
higher within prison.  

Despite these statistics, most prisons 
have no support groups or gender-affirming 
information for LGBTQ people. It is left to 
the prisoner to seek out this information 
from outside sources—if prison adminis-
trators will even permit the materials into 
their institutions. Often prison administra-
tors refuse to permit LGBTQ material. This 
is likely due to a general belief among ad-
ministrators that homosexuality is against 
the rules and causes problems within the 
prison system, so they will not support it 
on any level and often conflate homosex-
uality and transgenderism. Lawyers from 
the ACLU suggest that this logic was be-
hind Kansas state prisons’ prohibition on 
mail “promoting homosexuality.”16 Indeed, 
a third of LGBTQ prisoners surveyed re-
ported disciplinary action for engaging in 
consensual sex, demonstrating that queer 
sex is “against the rules.”17

Case Study: Author’s Name Change in 
Missouri
The Circuit Court of Cole County, Mis-
souri, issued an order granting a petition 
for legal name change for Patricia Trim-
ble on 17 September 2018.18 The Missouri 
Department of Corrections indicated that 
they would be willing to pay for a copy of 
the new birth certificate but refused to give 
the proper forms required to affect the 
change or exercise their waiver of process-
ing fee. The author was forced to pay the 
processing fee to have her birth certificate 
altered. When the birth certificate arrives 
(it is still being processed as of this writ-
ing), she will then have to proceed with the 
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process to change her name on her Social 
Security card. All of these are simple pro-
cesses made complicated by a non-affirm-
ing agency that is unwilling to even offer 
guidance. 

Lack of Programming for Incarcerated 
LGBTQ People 
Many well-meaning policy makers try to 
combat recidivism but overlook the very 
policies designed to help curb incarcera-
tion in the first place, claiming insufficient 
resources. Failing to adequately fund pro-
grams aimed to reduce recidivism results 
in ever-growing prison populations and the 
continued building of ever more prisons at 
substantially greater costs. 

Few prisons offer support groups for 
LGBTQ-based issues, and none have at-
tempted to tailor the programs they do 
offer to the unique needs of the LGBTQ 
community. Many will even go so far as 
to state that it is a prisoner’s own sexual-
ity or gender identity that brought them to 
prison, implying that they are hanging out 
with the wrong crowd. This thought pat-
tern is discriminatory and simply leaves an 
entire segment of America’s prison popu-
lation without effective treatment for the 
root causes of their incarceration. As a re-
sult, we see high rates of recidivism within 
the incarcerated LGBTQ community. Even 
when local LGBTQ organizations reach out 
and offer guidance and support to LGBTQ 
prisoners, prison administrators have been 
observed to disregard the efforts.

This pattern of disregard of LGBTQ pris-
oners contrasts with efforts around women 
prisoners. Long ago, prison administrators 
recognized that women sent to prison have 
unique and differing needs from men. Al-
though the same societal, socioeconomic, 
and/or psychological conditions exist, it is 
recognized that there is a need for additional 
treatment options due to more frequent 
experiences of trauma from dysfunctional 
and/or abusive relationships, emotional 
abuse, sexual abuse, and other conditions. 
Yet these same administrators do not ac-

knowledge that there is a sizeable number 
of LGBTQ prisoners who suffer from simi-
lar abuses as many of their straight cisgen-
der women counterparts. This very refusal 
to recognize what is so obvious—so easily 
discovered during intake classification pro-
cedures—and the refusal to provide the in-
carcerated LGBTQ population with much 
needed services lead the author to conclude 
that those same administrators are guilty of 
discrimination in areas of education, reha-
bilitation, and mental health services based 
on an inmate’s sexual orientation or gender 
identity.

Existing prison programs are typically 
neutral with regards to gender and sex and, 
further, do not contain the elements neces-
sary to address symptoms of spousal abuse, 
domestic violence or rape, all of which we 
see in shocking frequency within LGBTQ 
prison populations. Programs consist of 
classes, counseling, and vocational oppor-
tunities. Classes found at most prisons are 
for anger management, alcoholism, drug 
addiction, and the GED. Counseling is pro-
vided for various psychological disorders 
including PTSD, depression, anxiety, and 
most psychoses. In effect, these gender- 
and sex-neutral programs are designed to 
muzzle the LGBTQ prisoner, forcing them 
to avoid talking about their sexuality, gender 
identity, or same-sex relationships. When 
LGBTQ identities are not permitted in the 
conversation, discrimination based on sex-
uality or gender identity is an ever-present 
specter preventing core issues from being 
brought to the forefront for resolution. 
Further, even in existing programming, 
there are a shocking number of cases where 
LGBTQ prisoners are denied access to pro-
grams and vocational opportunities simply 
due to their identities. 

Our prison systems rely on antiquated 
research models for development and im-
plementation of programs and policies. 
One such model is the salient factor score, 
developed as a result of studies within the 
US Parole Commission.19 In it, every pro-
posed program is first weighed against the 
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objectives of the scoring index versus simi-
lar programs. If it is concluded that the pro-
posed program would not make a significant 
change to a large enough population, the 
program is rejected. 

This logic of effectiveness pervades 
government decision-making processes. 
For example, the military uses similar as-
sessments to determine acceptable civilian 
casualties prior to a mission in populated 
areas. Only strikes by US military expected 
to kill over 30 civilians required special 
clearance in the early months of the Iraq 
War in 2003.20 More recently in Syria, sol-
diers were permitted to kill up to 10 ci-
vilians; additional deaths simply needed 
additional approval.21 While the compari-
son may seem dramatic, in effect, models 
such as the salient factor score amount to 
prison administrators determining an ac-
ceptable number of LGBTQ casualties by 
denying programming.

Case Study: Education Support Group for 
Transgender and Gay Inmates at Jefferson 
City Correctional Center
In recent years, prisoners have led attempts 
to enhance programming, only to have these 
attempts rebuffed by prison authorities 
who seek to maintain the status quo. A re-
cent incident highlights this: Recently, Dr. 
Sonia Dhaliwal of the Educational, School 
and Counseling Psychology Department at 
the University of Missouri - Columbia, sent 
a letter to the Missouri Department of Cor-
rections. In the letter, she stated that the 
Counseling Psychology Department at the 
University of Missouri was in full support 
of the education support group for trans-
gender and gay inmates at Jefferson City 
Correctional Center. She proceeded to offer 
that the group be facilitated by two of the 
department’s doctoral students. Rather than 
approve this request—and take her up on 
this generous offer—it was forwarded to the 
offices of the director of Corrections. After 
almost a year of silence, the generous offer 
was declined without so much as a letter or 
phone call to the university explaining why. 

Conclusion and Recommendations
Criminalized LGBTQ Youth
With such a large percentage of LGBTQ 
prisoners having first been incarcerated 
within the juvenile justice system, it seems 
only logical to put forth considerable efforts 
to establish policies and programs to help 
prevent children from entering the system 
and, in the event that they do, to ensure they 
have the education, access to rehabilitative 
programs, and trade skills necessary to sur-
vive outside of the criminal justice system 
later. Our LGBTQ children cannot continue 
to be treated as some form of a disposable 
commodity, simply to be thrown away for 
being raised in an unaccepting home or for 
having made bad choices.

Policy Changes Must Be Made within the 
Education System at the K–12 Level
While many children are accepting of their 
LGBTQ friends and classmates, school 
administrators and parents, often with 
outdated and archaic values and preju-
dices, may still facilitate extreme harm 
toward LGBTQ students, while instilling 
unfounded prejudices in non-LGBTQ chil-
dren. Thus, it is recommended that strong 
legal protections be applied by including 
sexuality and gender identity as catego-
ries of legally cognizable discrimination. 
This would force educational institutions 
to apply nondiscrimination policies that 
protect the LGBTQ students or risk losing 
federal grant funding. Furthermore, fund-
ing must be increased to organizations and 
programs that provide services to at-risk 
LGBTQ children before they end up in the 
juvenile justice system. These organizations 
should all provide counseling and men-
tal health referrals for those most in need. 
Funding also must be made available to help 
pay for mental health and substance abuse 
services as well as the development of men-
torship programs within our communities. 
It is imperative that everything is done to 
help keep our children out of the hands of 
the juvenile justice system. Finally, schools 
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must work hand-in-hand with local LGBTQ 
organizations in order to better understand 
the sometimes unique needs of our LGBTQ 
children and refer at-risk students to local 
mentoring programs.

Laws Must Be Passed Ensuring that 
Children within the Juvenile Justice System 
Are Housed in Improved Facilities
To meet the needs of incarcerated LGBTQ 
children, facilities housing children within 
the juvenile justice system must be:

• Fully funded in areas of education (with 
special emphasis on special needs chil-
dren) and certified within their state 
as a fully functioning and accredited 
educational center with the ability to 
prepare students for college

• Equipped to provide vocational train-
ing to ensure that those who cannot 
return to school or to their homes can 
support themselves without resorting 
to criminalized economies

• Connected with federal housing grants 
accessible to emancipated juveniles, so 
that upon release they have the best 
chances for reintegration into society

• Staffed with certified and licensed psy-
chologists trained to offer treatment 
and counseling to LGBTQ children and 
given the authority to report instances 
of discrimination based on sexual ori-
entation or gender identity

• Equipped to provide treatment and 
counseling for physical, sexual, and 
emotional abuse as needed

Change takes time, but without change 
we stand to lose a large percentage of our 
community to the very system that seeks 
to silence us. While our community leaders 
put forth changes in legislation and policy, 
we have to give ourselves and our resources 
to those organizations who so selflessly 
and tirelessly work to keep our children 
off of the streets, helping them to escape 
sex work, drugs, homelessness, and prison. 
Once a child is incarcerated into the juvenile 
justice system, the likelihood of that child 

ending up in prison as an adult increases 
dramatically.

Incarcerated LGBTQ Adults
If there is to be the expectation of success-
ful reentry into society upon completion 
of sentences, changes in classification and 
rehabilitative programs must be modified 
to be inclusive to LGBTQ prisoners. Pris-
oners must be consulted throughout the 
development of the programs to maxi-
mize effectiveness. Continued exclusion of 
LGBTQ prisoners simply does not satisfy 
or address the root causes of the criminal 
actions marginalized individuals are often 
forced into.

Prisons Conditions Must Be Improved for 
LGBTQ Adults
To ensure that prisons are equipped to fully 
rehabilitate LGBTQ adults, provision of the 
following training and resources must be 
prioritized:

• Rehabilitation programs that are 
LGBTQ inclusive and provide specific 
programs dealing with issues identi-
fied by incarcerated LGBTQ prisoners

• Training for staff to help identify 
LGTBQ prisoners who may suffer 
from the effects of domestic violence 
or abusive relationships and counsel-
ing and therapy for those who have 
suffered from such abuses. Such re-
sources should be informed by the 
guidance of established LGBTQ 
organizations  

• A national reporting system to report 
instances of discrimination within the 
prison systems as it relates to pro-
grams that may receive full or partial 
funding from the federal government

• Interviews of prisoners in order to re-
vise the current regulations governing 
PREA to make it harder for institu-
tional administrators to use the PREA 
standards to further suppress LGBTQ 
populations. Such revisions should 
address the faults in PREA implemen-
tation and focus on defining and inter-
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By Emma Price

That Time I Thought 
Homophobia Was Over on the 
Upper West Side

It doesn’t matter that it was two summers 
ago. It’s still hard to write about. And it 
doesn’t matter that Anita Bryant’s Save the 
Children Campaign, which successfully mo-
bilized enough Miami residents to rescind 
an anti-discrimination ordinance protecting 
LGBTQ employees, was 40 years ago. Her 
campaign reverberates today. Especially in 
schools. 

Bryant’s motivation for Save the Chil-
dren was this: “the thought of known homo-
sexuals teaching my children, especially in a 
religious school, bothered me.”1 Her 1970s 
new-Christian-right rhetoric parallels the 
discrimination I experienced as a bi teacher 
at a Reform Jewish day school on the Upper 
West Side in 2017. 

Kenji Yoshino, prominent legal scholar, 
explains the concept of covering as 
“ton[ing] down a disfavored identity to fit 
into the mainstream.”2 Yoshino posits that 
while American society accepts that people 
should not be penalized for differences like 
race, gender, or sexual orientation, this ac-
ceptance is predicated on demands that they 
mute those differences through covering. In 
a school context, where students are seen 
as having unformed sexual identities prone 
to persuasion or conversion to homosexu-

ality, the covering demand is even higher. 
At least eight states have “no-promo homo” 
statutes that prohibit public educators from 
“promoting” homosexuality in schools (and 
consider any mention of one’s sexual orien-
tation to be “promotion”).

Bryant states this demand plainly: “Amer-
ican society largely has developed an attitude 
of tolerance . . . based on the understanding 
that homosexuals will keep their deviate 
activity to themselves, will not flaunt their 
lifestyles, will not be allowed to preach their 
sexual standards to, or otherwise influence, 
impressionable young people.”3 In June, 
Pride Month, of 2017, my head of school told 
me that coming out to my students as bisex-
ual “wasn’t a win for the school.” He added, 
“You can be out at school if that’s what you 
want, but how you are out and who you are 
out to is nuanced.” Before coming out, he had 
said, “of course you can be out at school,” 
while after, he firmly stated, “I thought you 
understood I meant out to the faculty and 
staff, not students.” Apparently, the nuance 
was lost on me. 

A month earlier, my division head told 
me to remove an “LGBTQ We Welcome 
All” sign my students made for our class-
room door. The reason: Conversations were 
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“seeping” out into other classrooms and 
grades, and other teachers were unprepared 
to have “those conversations.” 

The use of the word “seeping” indicates 
a belief in homosexuality as a contagion. 
Yoshino writes, “Although the idea of ho-
mosexuality as a literal disease (a mental 
illness) has faded, the idea of homosexu-
ality as a figurative disease (a disfavored 
contagious condition) has endured.”4 When 
homosexuality is seen as a contagion, “it 
legitimates no-promo-homo measures by 
making them seem defensive.”5 I was cast as 
a “rogue teacher” veering from prescribed 
curriculum, despite teaching the same gen-
der and sexism unit the previous year. The 
difference was that I had covered my iden-
tity. Uncovered, it was no longer OK.

Rather than queer teachers ourselves 
harming children, the harm lies in the 
shame and silence exacted by covering de-
mands. Covering contributes to the “tak-
en-for-grantedness of dominant sexuality” 
that isolates queer children and adoles-
cents.6 The year before I was told I would 
be placed under the supervision of someone 
who “better understands the community” 
if I were to continue to teach at my school, 
the CDC’s study of more than 15,000 high 
school lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) stu-
dents revealed that LGB students are three 
times as likely as heterosexual students 
to skip school out of fear for their safety, 
and they are five times as likely to have at-
tempted suicide in the past 12 months.7 

This study, and my experience, shed light 
on some of the ways expansive boundaries 
of queerness expose the limitations of pro-
gressive politics. The CDC’s study does not 
include experiences of trans or gender-non-
conforming students. Although Reform Ju-
daism adopted resolutions supporting the 
inclusion of gay and lesbian Jews in 1987 
and asserting the rights of transgender and 
gender-nonconforming people in 2015, those 
ideals were not embodied in this religious 
educational institution. As a bisexual per-
son outside the “gay and lesbian” category, 
partnered with a trans, nonbinary person 

who also falls outside of the more accepted 
bounds, I wonder where progressive Judaism 
is when it comes to the B and T of LGBTQ.

One year later, the sentence I still hear 
most clearly is “you need to be on board with 
the pace of institutional change or it isn’t safe 
for you to be here.” In 1972, Radicalesbian 
Rita Mae Brown wrote, “When there is just 
one person pushing the issue, that one per-
son becomes the issue until others see it.”8 
Well, I decided that I wasn’t on board and got 
out. But is it safe for the other queer teachers, 
families, or students who are still there? 

In an effort to discredit her opponents, 
Anita Bryant quoted Father John J. McNeill 
saying, “Most homosexuals think they are 
the only ones in the world, that they are ab-
solutely isolated and, therefore, they grow 
up with all sorts of feelings of self-doubt 
and even self-hatred. It would be so import-
ant that there be some gay teachers in the 
schools who could serve as models.”9 This is 
still as true now as it was when he said it on 
the Phil Donahue Show in 1978.

It doesn’t matter how long ago it was. It 
still hurts, and the work still matters urgently. 
If I, as an out queer person, can help students 
love their identities more expansively and 
work to undo the oppression that teaches us 
we are unlovable, then I will have done my 
work as an educator. I urge other educators, 
other queers, other Jews, to do the same. 
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Kevin Kantor, I know you as an actor, ac-
tivist, and poet. When you meet someone 
new, how do you introduce yourself?

I start usually with, “Hello, I’m Kevin, pro-
nouns they, them,” and go from there. A 
mentor of mine, Ken Arkind, a poet from 
Denver, Colorado, has always said that we 
gift one another with our names. I’ve car-
ried that sentiment with me for a long time. 
Usually, when I meet someone new, I’ve 
borrowed Ken’s phrasing, “Gift me with 
your name?” And, yes, I am an actor, a di-
rector, theatre artist, and spoken-word poet. 
There’s been an emerging trend, I believe 
across the board, to celebrate interdisci-
plinary artists—the optimist in me thinking 
of how that skill set lends itself to collab-
oration, the cynic thinking of how that di-
versified skill set has become a necessity to 
survive in the market.

I first met you when you were presenting 
at the Statera Conference [a national arts 
and theatre conference for women and 
non-binary people] about breaking bina-
ries in the theatre industry. What was the 
motivation for giving that presentation?

I’ve admired the work that Statera has been 
catalyzing—and those involved in the [Stat-
era] foundation’s genesis, Melinda Pfund-
stein, Shelly Gaza, and others. I was excited 
by the opportunity to help bring their mis-
sion into the next step of actualization, that 
mission being gender equity in theatre arts. 
That’s a difficult (read: impossible) goal to 
work toward without TGNC (transgender 
and gender nonconforming) voices in the 
room. In a broader sense, I’m interested in 
having these necessary discussions when-
ever possible. There’s been an overdue 
increase in dialogue surrounding how to 
better serve TGNC artists in the commu-
nity, but I’ve found a lot of organizations 
only really paying lip service to the issue or 
not really implementing actionable steps to 
make their spaces more inviting, inclusive, 
and even basically accommodating of trans 

folk. So, this first presentation was a little 
bit of trans literacy 101, hopefully something 
that will spur and catalyze action.

What would you most want to say to 
cisgender casting professionals? [“Cis-
gender” refers to someone who doesn’t 
identify as transgender, sometimes re-
ferred to as “cis.”] 

First and foremost, trans folx should be 
playing trans roles. Full stop. There are 
countless reasons for this, but ultimately, 
for me, it comes down to the intersection of 
opportunity and representation. There are 
so few roles, proportionately, being written 
for trans actors, and when institutions in-
tend on programming queer and trans nar-
ratives, those communities should be the 
ones profiting from that work (you’d think, 
obviously). Also, TGNC representation ex-
tends beyond merely the ways in which our 
exposure manifests onstage. Programming 
trans work is an opportunity to invite valu-
able insight to your institution and commu-
nity at large that can only really be achieved 
when you actually hire trans artists—so stop 
with the cis-washing. Cisgender heterosex-
ual actors are too often afforded the privi-
lege of being seen as Swiss Army knives of 
versatility, with their cis-ness and straight-
ness functioning as a blank canvas, whereas 
trans actors’ identities are somehow a hur-
dle to overcome. Casting directors, theatre 
artists, and cis creators of all kinds have a re-
sponsibility to challenge their understand-
ing of the semiotics of gender onstage and 
in performance; too often dominant prac-
tices serve the binary out of sheer laziness, 
unexamined tropes, and misguided gender 
essentialism. Moreover, program more trans 
work! I think one of the greatest challenges 
I’ve faced with cis casting professionals is 
the limited scope (if any) with which they 
view TGNC identities. There’s a troubling 
narrowness in their understanding, which 
often excludes trans non-binary, gender-
queer, and gender-nonconforming folx. I be-
lieve if there was a stronger onus to produce 
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the work of TGNC playwrights, the industry 
would come to realize the vast breadth of 
the trans experience that they’ve yet to re-
ally embrace or explore.

In their article “Don’t Call Me Ma’am: 
On the Politics of Trans Casting,” (writ-
ten for HowlRound) playwright M.J. 
Kaufman shares that in their research, 
most casting directors give two excuses 
for not casting trans actors: (1) they can’t 
find the, or (2) they’re not well trained or 
versatile enough for repertory casting. 
How do you respond to that?

It might seem curt to say, but it’s just lazy. 
It’s irresponsible. And flatly untrue. There 
are online networks of TGNC theatre mak-
ers with nearly a thousand members. We 
are here, and we are capable. And still, even 
if their second point were true, I’d chal-
lenge them as to why they aren’t trying to 
actively remedy these so-called problems. 
Why aren’t training programs prioritizing 
TGNC recruitment? Why isn’t the canon or 
repertory programming versatile enough to 
provide opportunities to TGNC artists in-
stead of the other way around? Again, here 
my notion about the assumed versatility af-
forded of cishet (cisgender and heterosex-
ual) actors can be applied. The notion that 
TGNC actors’ identities somehow pigeon-
hole them or make them incapable or less 
equipped of playing traditional cisgender 
roles is just ludicrous. It’s the equivalent of 
reducing an entire human being’s body of 
work and storytelling ability to their gender, 
which is something that we just don’t do to 
cis people. So . . . stop. 

How do you handle misgendering in the 
rehearsal room or other professional 
settings?

I think navigating being misgendered is 
very personal for each individual, but I can 
speak to what I usually tell a new group of 
collaborators. Firstly, they should be doing 
their own homework around pronouns (we 

all should be). (1) I’m not a walking ency-
clopedia, (2) I can’t speak of all TGNC folx, 
and (3) I’m at work, not leading a trans 
literacy 101 course. People will mess up. I 
have patience for it—some days less, some 
days more. The question I get most though 
is, “What should I do if I accidentally mis-
gender you?” Again, speaking from personal 
preference, my response is, first, if you catch 
yourself, correct yourself in the moment 
and move on. If I hear you misgender me, I 
might not (and probably won’t in the middle 
of a workday on the go) have the emotional 
bandwidth to correct you in the moment; I 
don’t have the time, the room doesn’t have 
the time, the project I’m working on doesn’t 
have the time for me to stop to correct a col-
laborator (who already knows I’m non-bi-
nary, mind you) every time they misgender 
me. That being said, if I do go out of my way 
to correct you, to make the time, to gift you 
with the gentle reminder of my existence, 
please do not say “sorry.” Say “thank you.” 
And mean it. And remember. And move on.  

The recent Actors Equity strike has come 
to a close with an agreement that en-
semble members who participate in the 
workshop process of new musical theatre 
works will share 1 percent of the profits 
generated from the show, up to ten years 
after it opens. Do you think that actors 
in the TGNC community who participate 
in the development of transgender char-
acters should receive a similar financial 
agreement built into their contracts?

I’m going to answer around this question 
a bit. Too often, when a TGNC actor is the 
only non-cis individual working on a proj-
ect, they’ll inevitably end up doing sort of 
off-the-record consultation work on their 
lived experience or with regards to the 
role they’re playing in addition to whatever 
work they were actually hired to do. It’s un-
paid labor. It happens all the time. So, yes, 
cis-dominated spaces should be building 
consulting fees into their budgets. And it’s 
worth it. And necessary. 
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Your new book of poetry, Please Come Off 
Book, comes out next year. Can you talk 
about the inspiration behind this new 
book of poetry?

The manuscript is something of a love letter 
to the theatre, though one that recognizes 
how much love can hurt—that often, the 
ones love you most have the capacity to cut 
you deepest. In many ways, I discovered my 
transness through my work as a theatre art-
ist and a storyteller. Yet, like so many cul-
tural institutions, it’s still beholden to many 
cisnormative practices and still, too often, 
reduces queer folx to their trauma. Please 
Come Off Book is my way of fighting for what 
I love—the theatre—while also fighting for 
myself. Titular poem:

PLEASE COME OFF-BOOK

some days i call for my gender
like a forgotten line.
everyone else showed up 
to the first rehearsal off-book.
they     have memorized
their        roles,
& i am unsure of who i am 
meant to play. 

What are the most meaningful actions 
that cisgender allies can take to be in sup-
port of the TGNC community, personally, 
professionally, and artistically?

Firstly, educate yourself. It feels hackneyed 
to still be saying this, but we are: margin-
alized communities shouldn’t bear the re-
sponsibility of educating others on their own 
marginalization. Once you’ve done your re-
search, pass the mic. Share your resources. 
Provide a platform. I am tired of presenting 
cases for the worthiness of TGNC work 
when I just want to be presenting the work. 
Work to unlearn your internalized preju-
dices and assumptions surrounding gender 
and consider TGNC artists for all sorts of 
work and roles. We’re available, capable, 
and we have so much to offer—talents and 

stories that extend beyond our gender iden-
tities and presentations. 

What are you working on now? Where 
can folx find you if they want more infor-
mation about your work?

I am currently in rehearsal at The Milwau-
kee Repertory Theatre for the American 
Premiere of Andrew Bovell’s Things I Know 
To Be True while also working on my po-
etry manuscript, Please Come Off Book. I am 
also currently booking college and univer-
sity spoken-word poetry engagements. My 
booking contact is KevinKantorBooking@
gmail.com.
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Abstract
Over the last decade, LGBTQ rights have developed a strong presence within in-
ternational diplomacy, yet support remains subject to debate within the interna-
tional community. International bodies such as the United Nations have passed 
measures to support LGBTQ rights, but official statements typically face resistance 
from member states unwilling to address their own records on the issue. Due to 
this division, LGBTQ rights do not have official recognition within the world’s most 
prominent diplomatic body. Instead, LGBTQ rights are represented by informal 
groupings such as the LGBTI Core Group as well as individual UN agencies. As 
well as examining the United Nations, this paper will examine the role of LGBTQ 
diplomacy among individual states. Case studies of Brazil, the United Kingdom and 
the United States demonstrate that LGBTQ rights often remain at the whims of 
domestic politics and can be endangered even following positive gains. This analysis 
explores the variability of support for LGBTQ rights internationally as well as the 
vulnerability of support even where LGBTQ rights have previously been established.

By Violet Lhant

LGBT Rights on the 
International Stage: 
An Analysis of Diplomatic 
Practice
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Introduction
Following the Orlando Pulse nightclub 
shooting in 2016, the United Nations Se-
curity Council issued a rare statement con-
demning the attack for “targeting persons 
as a result of their sexual orientation.”1 The 
statement represented the first time the UN 
Security Council addressed issues of sexual 
orientation and even included support from 
notoriously anti-LGBT countries such as 
Russia and Egypt.2 Nevertheless, this state-
ment of condemnation masks the strong op-
position to advancing LGBT rights exhibited 
by several UN member states. As recently 
as 2017, Egypt represented several UN mem-
ber states in declaring that LGBT rights 
constitute “controversial notions outside 
the internationally agreed human rights 
legal framework.”3 Despite recent progress, 
LGBT rights remains subject to continued 
debate within international diplomacy.

This article seeks to examine the state of 
LGBT rights internationally, with particular 
focus on recent developments, both positive 
and negative, that have influenced the status 
of LGBT rights as a human rights norm. It in-
cludes an analysis of LGBT rights within the 
United Nations system as the primary arena 
for international diplomacy. This is followed 
by an examination of individuals states, with 
a close look at the alarmingly regressive 
trends in countries that have previously se-
cured LGBT rights. Although LGBT rights are 
considered a human rights norm by several 
UN bodies, powerful blocs within the UN 
have attempted to halt or delay its formal rec-
ognition. Even in countries ostensibly com-
mitted to advancing LGBT rights, this norm 
is now weakening as new governments adopt 
policies that curtail previous gains.

Vitit Munarbhorn, UN independent ex-
pert on protection against violence and dis-
crimination based on sexual orientation and 
gender identity, stated in his report before 
the General Assembly that “more than 70 
states still criminalize same-sex relation-
ships” and noted that the death penalty 
may be applied in certain African and Asian 

countries.4 His report also notes that sev-
eral countries criminalize transgender indi-
viduals based on their gender identity and 
expression.5 International calls for LGBT 
rights are increasingly opposed by the do-
mestic politics of individual states. There is 
often internal debate within countries that 
reflects their policy shifts regarding LGBT 
rights as governments change hands. This 
trend has led to increased uncertainty about 
the status of LGBT individuals in countries 
where they may have previously felt secure.

LGBT Rights at the United Nations
In 2008, a group of 66 countries issued a 
statement before the UN General Assembly 
affirming their support for LGBT rights.6 The 
statement referenced the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights in condemning human 
rights violations based on sexual orientation 
and gender identity.7 It was opposed by Rus-
sia, China, the United States under the Bush 
administration, The Holy See, and the Orga-
nization of the Islamic Conference, the last of 
which issued its own statement accusing the 
66 countries of attempting to “undermine 
the international human rights framework by 
trying to normalize pedophilia, among other 
acts.”8 The 2008 statement was followed in 
2011 by a UN Human Rights Council report 
documenting discrimination faced by LGBT 
individuals in both law and society.9 It was 
updated in 2015 with a second UN Human 
Rights Council report concerning violence 
against LGBT individuals relative to commit-
ments under international law.10

Despite efforts by UN agencies to ad-
vance LGBT Rights, countries opposed to 
such reform constitute a strong faction 
with the ability to halt or delay progress. 
In his final year in office, former Secretary 
General Ban Ki-Moon stated that his advo-
cacy for LGBT rights often put him at odds 
with powerful member states.11 Although he 
affirmed LGBT rights as an “institutional 
commitment,” he regarded his efforts as 
mostly unsuccessful.12 This is reflected in 
the final version of the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals, the UN’s global development 
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agenda, which failed to include any mention 
of LGBT rights.13 Calls for specific language 
protecting LGBT persons faced opposition 
from “a bloc of countries, including Russia 
and most of Africa, Middle Eastern, Asian 
and Caribbean countries, as well as the Vat-
ican and religious groups.”14 

Nevertheless, on 29 September 2015, 
a mere four days after the adoption of the 
Sustainable Development Goals, a group 
of 12 UN agencies (ILO, OHCHR, UNAIDS 
Secretariat, UNDP, UNESCO, UNFPA, 
UNHCR, UNICEF, UNODC, UN Women, 
WFP, and WHO) released a statement de-
claring their intention to end violence and 
discrimination against the LGBT commu-
nity.15 The statement, Ending Violence and 
Discrimination Against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender and Intersex People, frames dis-
crimination against LGBTI individuals as a 
violation of international human rights law 
and an impediment to achieving the Sustain-
able Development Goals.16 Its specific rec-
ommendations include recognizing LGBTI 
status as grounds for asylum, repealing laws 
that criminalize people “on the basis of their 
sexual orientation, gender identity or gen-
der expression,” and “prohibit[ing] discrim-
ination against LGBTI adults, adolescents 
and children in all contexts—including in 
education, employment, healthcare, hous-
ing, social protection, criminal justice and 
in asylum and detention settings.”17 Several 
UN member states maintain power to influ-
ence UN resolutions against the inclusion of 
LGBT rights, but they have been unable to 
fully impede the efforts of those countries 
seeking reform.

LGBT rights at the UN are represented 
by the LGBTI Core Group, an informal as-
sembly of countries and nongovernmen-
tal organizations (NGOs) committed to 
addressing LGBT rights outside of formal 
UN bodies.18 Established in 2008, the Core 
Group supported both the General Assem-
bly’s 2008 statement and the Human Rights 
Council’s 2011 statement on LGBT rights 
but failed to secure specific protections 
within the Sustainable Development Goals.19 

Despite this setback, the Core Group has 
promoted cooperation between the Global 
North and Global South, including repre-
sentation from both Western countries and 
Latin America and even including Albania 
as its first Muslim-majority observer state.20 

The Office of the High Commissioner 
for Human Rights joined the Core Group in 
2010, with Charles Radcliffe, senior advisor 
to the High Commissioner, describing the 
Core Group’s policy aim as such: 

The political landscape has changed 
markedly in the past 10 years at the 
UN when it comes to human rights, 
sexual orientation and gender identity 
— in part because of the work of the 
Core Group. . . . That helps to create 
the political space you need if you want 
to make progress. It makes it easier for 
the UN Human Rights Office and other 
parts of the UN to step up their efforts 
to promote and protect equal rights for 
members of the LGBT community.21 

Due to opposition from certain member 
states, the UN’s formal institutions face ob-
stacles in securing widespread support for 
LGBT rights. The LGBT Core Group, as an 
informal assembly, works around these bar-
riers to coordinate policy among countries 
and NGOs committed to establishing LGBT 
rights as a human rights norm.

In 2016, the UN Human Rights Council 
established an independent expert to ex-
amine global violence and discrimination 
against LGBT individuals.22 Several Western 
and Latin American countries in the LGBT 
Core Group supported the measure, which 
was adopted with a close vote of 23 to 18.23 
The establishment of an independent ex-
pert formalized the work of the LGBT Core 
Group within official UN institutions.24 Its 
mandate included assessing; raising aware-
ness of global discrimination based on sexual 
orientation or gender identity; working with 
states to institute anti-discrimination pol-
icies; and consulting states, NGOs, and UN 
agencies on issues of anti-LGBT violence.25
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The Human Rights Council ultimately 
selected international law professor Vitit 
Muntarbhorn for the post.26 Following Mu-
narbhorn’s first report to the Human Rights 
Council, an Egyptian delegate claiming to 
represent Russia, Belarus, and the Organiza-
tion of Islamic Cooperation minus Albania 
stated the following: 

We do not recognize the mandate of 
the independent expert and therefore 
are not in a position to engage, inter-
act or cooperate with the mandate 
holder. . . we believe that the resolu-
tion establishing the mandate adopted 
by a margin vote is highly divisive. 
Moreover, the introduction and im-
position of controversial notions out-
side the internationally agreed human 
rights legal framework contradicts the 
fundamental universality and would 
lead to polarization.27 

Security Council members China and 
Russia voted against the measure, as did all 
Islamic countries besides LGBT Core Group 
observer Albania, with all African coun-
tries besides South Africa also voting no or 
abstaining.28

LGBT Rights in Individual States
Increased recognition for LGBT rights is 
also exemplified in the actions of individ-
ual countries. Efforts to overturn laws bar-
ring homosexual activity have appeared in 
Botswana, India, Kenya, and Trinidad and 
Tobago.29 In Taiwan, the Constitutional 
Court issued a 2018 ruling declaring that 
same-sex marriage is a legal right.30 Al-
though two referendums failed to approve 
legislative changes to the existing Taiwan-
ese Civil Code, they have no effect on the 
court’s prior ruling.31 According to André 
du Plessis, executive director of the Inter-
national Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and 
Intersex Association, “We’ve seen a lot of 
exciting changes. . . . Progress has been slow 
but steady.”32 Reform and decriminalization 
have appeared in Africa, Asia, and even the 

Middle East, reflecting the global nature of 
the LGBT rights movement.

Several countries such as Botswana and 
India have retained anti-LGBT laws as a leg-
acy of imperialism.33 At a special UN event 
in 2015, former president of Botswana Fes-
tus Mogae declared same-sex activity “the 
most basic of rights” and commented on the 
need for LGBT Rights to combat the African 
AIDS epidemic.34 At the same forum, Frans 
Timmermans, vice president of the EU 
commission, “apologized on behalf of Eu-
rope for having brought ‘homophobia and 
discrimination’ to Africa.”35 The High Court 
of Botswana is scheduled to hear a case in 
March 2019 challenging Botswana’s penal 
code regarding the sections criminalizing 
same-sex activity.36 In September 2018, In-
dia’s Supreme Court decriminalized same-
sex activity in a unanimous decision.37 

Despite advancements in the LGBT 
rights frameworks of non-Western coun-
tries, violence and discrimination remain a 
norm for LGBT individuals in over 70 coun-
tries barring same-sex activity.38 The so-
bering reality of violence against the LGBT 
individuals in these countries is beyond the 
scope of this article. Instead, this section 
examines a surprising shift that endangers 
LGBT rights internationally: over the past 
few years, Western countries have faced in-
creasing challenges to previously achieved 
gains in LGBT rights. This is manifest in 
Brazil, at times a strong supporter of LGBT 
equality internationally; in Britain, which is 
currently debating reforms to the 2004 Gen-
der Recognition Act; and even in the United 
States under the Trump administration.

Brazil
Brazil’s large LGBT community represents 
a significant force in the Brazilian economy 
and contributes to the country’s status as 
an LGBT tourist destination. According to 
corporate advisory firm LGBT Capital, Bra-
zil’s LGBT market has an estimated value of 
R$300 billion, or US$133 billion.39 In 2017, 
the Brazilian Association of LGBT Tourism 
announced that LGBT tourism in Brazil was 
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growing at a rate of 11 percent per year, more 
than triple the 3.5 percent growth rate for 
conventional tourism.40 This growth is re-
flected in the image Brazil projects interna-
tionally, with former Rio de Janeiro mayor 
Eduardo Paes declaring that “Rio is a city 
without prejudice. . . . It is an open city that 
accepts everything with an open heart.”41 
Sao Paulo boasts the world’s largest pride 
parade, with 2018’s festival attracting more 
than three million people.42

LGBT rights in Brazil have also experi-
enced significant progress during the last 
decade, with the National Council of Jus-
tice legalizing gay marriage nationwide in 
2013.43 In 2018, the council removed restric-
tions requiring transgender individuals to 
undergo surgery or judicial review in order 
to change their names or gender markers on 
identification documents.44 Internationally, 
Brazil presented a 2003 resolution to the 
Economic and Social Council of the United 
Nations entitled “Promotion and Protection 
of Human Rights,” which addressed human 
rights violations due to sexual orientation.45 
Discussion of the resolution was postponed, 
but it served as a precursor to the 2008 
statement and 2011 declaration of LGBT 
rights before the General Assembly.46 As re-
cently as 2015, Brazilian Ambassador to the 
UN Guilherme de Aguiar Patriota expressed 
a strong desire to implement “more pro-
gressive language” regarding LGBT rights 
in the UN Sustainable Development Goals.47 

Yet these positive developments mask 
the high rate of violence experienced by Bra-
zil’s LGBT community. Brazil has the high-
est rate of LGBT homicides in the world, 
with an LGBT individual murdered near 
daily.48 Anti-LGBT attitudes are fostered 
by evangelical Christianity, a movement 
imported from the United States that has 
grown from 5 percent of the Brazilian pop-
ulation in 1970 to nearly 25 percent today.49 
The influence of evangelicalism has taken 
root in Brazilian politics to such a degree 
that Jean Wyllys, Brazil’s only openly gay 
congressman, expressed a belief that evan-
gelicals have “taken over congress.”50 No-

where is this influence more apparent than 
in the election of President Jair Bolsonaro.51 
Bolsonaro has expressed deep personal op-
position to LGBT rights and has inspired 
his supporters toward anti-LGBT violence.52 
Despite attempts by Brazilian politicians 
and cultural organizations to position the 
country as an LGBT-friendly destination, 
anti-LGBT violence and discrimination re-
main a serious concern.

The United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom, debate over reforms 
to the 2004 Gender Recognition Act have 
revealed rifts within feminism and between 
UK and US political norms. The act became 
the first in the world to allow for self-iden-
tification of gender without requirements 
such as medical transition to amend legal 
status.53 In October 2018, the Government 
Equalities Office opened a consultation 
to address concerns of bureaucratic in-
efficiency in the process of legal gender 
change.54 The consultation’s description 
states that “trans and non-binary people 
are members of our society and should be 
treated with respect.”55 Nevertheless, the 
proposed reforms sparked debate between 
trans activists and anti-trans campaigners.56 
Responding to this debate, The Guardian 
UK published an editorial that attempted 
to highlight instances of conflict between 
“trans women and other women” such as in 
rape support services or women’s prisons.57 
The editorial was criticized by Guardian US 
journalists who described it as advancing 
“transphobic viewpoints” reflective of at-
tacks on transgender rights in America.58 

British mainstream politics is home to 
so-called trans-exclusionary radical feminists 
(TERFs), a group of whom disrupted the 
2018 London Pride parade stage in anti-trans 
protest.59 In a New York Times editorial, fem-
inist theorist Sophie Lewis relays the history 
of TERFism, a movement vastly different in 
origin from American evangelicalism yet still 
committed to similar anti-trans policy aims.60 
Dr. Lewis declares that “many prominent fig-
ures in British journalism and politics have 
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been TERFs; British TV has made a sport of 
endlessly hosting their lurid rudeness and 
styling it as courage; British newspapers 
seemingly never tire of their broadsides 
against the menace of ‘gender ideology.’”61 
According to this history, TERFism is a prod-
uct of American cultural feminism and Brit-
ish movements against postmodernism.62 
While American feminism became tempered 
by discussions of race, gender, and class, 
middle- and upper-class White feminism re-
mained unchallenged after its importation to 
Britain.63 Although the British government 
retains a positive stance on LGBT rights, 
British society and media continue to debate 
their validity.

The United States
In 2011, former Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton announced before the UN that “gay 
rights are human rights,” signaling a strong 
commitment by the Obama administration 
to protect LGBT rights both domestically and 
internationally.64 This pronouncement rep-
resented a wider initiative by the Obama ad-
ministration for all US agencies to “promote 
and protect” LGBT rights.65 The State De-
partment created a new position of US spe-
cial envoy for the human rights of lesbians, 
gay men, bisexuals, and transgender persons, 
a role established to promote LGBT rights 
internationally.66 To further this effort, the 
administration utilized LGBT rights as a dip-
lomatic tool, tying access to foreign aid with a 
country’s commitment toward decriminaliz-
ing same-sex activity.67 US embassies played 
a vital role in LGBT diplomacy, joining local 
pride parades and promoting LGBT rights in 
hostile countries such as Poland and Nige-
ria.68 Domestically, the Obama administra-
tion expanded rights for LGBT workers, such 
as adding gender identity as a protected class 
under the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission and expanding health care ac-
cess for LGBT federal workers.69 

However, the election of President 
Donald Trump brought a reversal of these 
pro-LGBT trends both domestically and in-
ternationally. Coinciding with his inaugura-

tion, the White House website removed all 
references to LGBT issues, an early sign that 
LGBT rights were not a priority for the ad-
ministration.70 In January 2019, the Supreme 
Court upheld the Trump administration’s 
ban on transgender people from serving in 
the military.71 With US troops stationed in 
nearly 150 countries, the removal of trans-
gender visibility constitutes the loss of a 
powerful tool in advancing on-the-ground 
LGBT rights diplomacy.72 The Trump admin-
istration has also denied visas to the same-
sex partners of foreign diplomats and UN 
employees.73 Although the administration 
justified the new policy as aligned with the 
Supreme Court’s approval of same-sex mar-
riage, the policy change imposes difficulties 
for foreign officials from countries where 
same-sex marriage remains illegal, and who 
may face punishment if they marry in the 
United States.74 By retreating from LGBT 
diplomacy, President Trump has signaled a 
strong opposition to the human rights prior-
ities established under President Obama.

Conclusion
LGBT rights diplomacy has the power to 
transform societies and establish interna-
tional human rights norms in countries that 
have previously been averse to their adop-
tion. The increasing awareness of LGBT 
rights in Caribbean, African, Asian, Eastern 
European, and Middle Eastern countries in-
spires belief in an arc of history toward prog-
ress. Yet narratives of a progressive West 
and Latin America versus a regressive rest 
of the world mask a deep complexity within 
each society regarding LGBT rights and 
acceptance. Brazil, the UK, and the United 
States are but three examples of countries 
whose governments have displayed formal 
commitments toward LGBT rights yet have 
seen a regression of these commitments due 
to changes in both society and domestic pol-
itics. For LGBT rights to become a world-
wide reality, countries must honor their 
human rights commitments domestically 
while advocating for change on the interna-
tional stage.
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